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ABSTRACT

According to Higgins, "It has been said that the
computer is fast, accurate, and stupid. Humans are slow,

inaccurate, and brilliant. When they are able to combine

effectively, the results will be unimaginable"

(1995,

p. 94). This thesis demonstrates the effectiveness of
using computer technology and the Internet to enhance
classroom teaching. A variety of computer and Internet
based projects that complement lessons initiated by the
classroom teacher provide real life situations for

additional practice, reinforcement, motivation and greater
student achievement.

Through the demonstration of these computer based
projects and their effectiveness, this thesis aspires to
demonstrate the "unimaginable" potential for instructional
brilliance when teachers enhance their skills with the
resources available through computer technology and the

Internet. Further, it will demonstrate how such an
alliance between teacher and computer can guide students

to a similar alliance, bringing student performance up to
an "unimaginable" potential as well.
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND
Introduction
The revolution in computer technology that marked the

second half of the 20th century has greatly affected the

realm of teaching. As computers have become prevalent
throughout society and the working world, it has become
necessary for schools to adjust their curriculum to

prepare students for integration into the Age of Computer
Technology. Further, such implementation of computer

technology into the foreign language classroom will enrich

the learning environment with authentic activities that

engage the students and increase learning.
Purpose of the Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate how
computer technology and the Internet provide instructors

with a very valuable teaching tool. This tool provides
authentic resources and "real life" situations that engage
student learners and promote higher achievement. A variety

of sample projects (see Appendix A) will show how
computers and the Internet make it possible for authentic

communication to enter into the classroom. These sample

projects will demonstrate the integration of word

1

processing, PowerPoint, basic web page design, Internet
navigation, Internet searches, and email into the foreign

language curriculum. They will exemplify the

implementation and effectiveness of technology-based

lessons..

.

......

The foreign language based projects demonstrated in
t
this thesis include a teacher web page-(see. Appendix B)
\
Q
that links all of the projects together, and encourages

student organization and communication with parents. A &

French cafe lesson (see Appendix C) introduces students to
French culture while familiarizing them with the Internet.
A French country report (see Appendix D)^introduces

a

Internet search techniques and basic web page design,
while guiding the .student toward understanding the global

significance of -French culture. An ePALS project (see
Appendix E) provides authentic Internet based

'
0
communication. A Virtual Reality Trip to Paris (see

Appendix F) integrates advanced language proficiency, a
strong cultural foundation, and more in-depth computer and
■
0
Internet competency. A web page tutorial (see Appendix G)

provides independent demonstration of basic skills
required to complete such projects. Internet search tips

(see Appendix H) are.also provided to assist instructors

*

and students with less experience in this area.

2

G

through many methods ranging from cooperative activities

and student centered projects, to TPR story telling and
the Natural Approach to foreign language acquisition

(Ellis, 1984). Such methods emphasize that the lesson
should be conducted as much as possible in the target

language, and that new content should be taught within the

context of "real life" situations. Thus, teachers would
demonstrate new concepts by acting out stories, speaking
primarily in the target language, and by making use of
props and roll-play to provide comprehensible input while

engaging the attention of the learner (Krashen &

Scarcella, 1980).
Some classrooms also had limited access to computers

and French language software. This software, however, was
primarily tutorial based used for drill and practice.
Students were not encouraged to create original projects

using computers (Becker, 1985). They were not provided

with the opportunity to apply their language skills in the
authentic environments available through the World Wide

Web. They were not guided to explore French culture

through the window provided by the Internet. Their
language usage remained limited to the boundaries of the
foreign language classroom.

4

Significance of the Project: Preparing
the Classroom of the Future
The classroom of the new millennium continues to have

the good fortune of benefiting from the wide variety of

valuable techniques and tools already mentioned. Computer
technology and the Internet are wonderful additions to

these tools. Some advocates of computer technology suggest

that it could be used to replace out-dated teaching
methods, or even the teacher himself (Jonassen, Peck, &

Wilson, 1999). The author believes, on the contrary, that
the best use of computer technology is not as a teacher
replacement, but as a supplement to the many positive

methods already used by foreign language teachers. There

is no need to "reinvent the wheel," but computers can help
us to improve upon it. Skehan points out that "...almost

any language teacher will voice the belief that it is the
appropriate combination of instructional conditions
matched with the appropriate learners that produces
success"

(1989, p. 134). Computers and the Internet have

become much more accessible to teachers and students. They

also provide a wide variety of resources appropriate for
foreign language students with skills ranging from novice

to expert. An alliance between teachers and technology
will greatly enhance teaching and student achievement.
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The foreign language based projects presented in this
thesis demonstrate the effectiveness of such an alliance.

Not only do the web pages encourage student organization
and communication with parents, the computer based lessons

introduce students to French culture while familiarizing
them with the Internet, introducing them to Internet

search techniques and basic web page design, and guiding

them toward understanding the global significance of
French culture. These projects progress from basic,

beginner computer and language literacy lessons, to those
providing authentic Internet based communication which

integrate advanced language proficiency, a strong cultural
foundation, and more in-depth computer and Internet

competency.

Assumptions
The following assumptions were made regarding the
thesis and sample projects:

1.

The foreign language instructor has a strong

teaching foundation and is comfortable using a
wide variety of tools and second language

teaching methods.

2.

The class has access to computers that are

connected to the Internet, and loaded with a

6

word processing program, Microsoft PowerPoint,

and a web page composer tool. There should be at
least one computer for every two students.
3.

The instructor has a basic knowledge of word

processing, PowerPoint and web page
construction.

4.

The instructor has a basic familiarity with the
Internet, the usage of browsers, search engines,

and Internet based tools such as ePALS.com
(2001) and quiz making sites like Quia (2001).

5.

The French students have a wide variety of

backgrounds. The first projects presented

require very little fluency in French and may be
used with first year students. The final project

requires an advanced-intermediate fluency in
reading and writing French. Teachers may also

require oral fluency if students will be asked
to present their completed project to the class.
6.

Students have basic keyboarding skills, and are

familiar with word processing. The projects will
increase computer technology skills while

enhancing language proficiency and knowledge of
French culture.
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Limitations and Delimitations
During the development of the project, a number of

limitations and delimitations were noted.

Limitation
To encourage student interest, many graphics,
pictures and sounds were added to the projects presented

in this thesis. Such features may require longer upload

times for students working on older computers at home.
This can cause student frustration, decreasing student

motivation and learning.

Delimitation
To remedy this limitation, it is recommended that a

"Quick Download Version" of each web page be provided for
students using older computers. This version would include

very few graphics and no sound so that pages can be

accessed easily and quickly.
Recommendations
In spite of these limitations, the Internet can
provide a very valuable tool to encourage student

centered, active, high interest, real life learning
activities. To successfully integrate computer technology

and the Internet throughout the curriculum, the following
recommendations are made:

'
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1.

Teachers and students must have access to
technological resources. The teacher must have
access to a computer during the preparation

period, and the students must have frequent
access to computers to complete technology-based
projects during class or after school.

2.

These computers must be connected to the

Internet as well as loaded with the software
programs required for the completion of the

specified project.
3.

The student computers could be installed in the

individual classroom, or in a computer lab to be

shared by a number of teachers. However, there
must be a sufficient number of computers and

labs available so that students can access them

as frequently as is required by the specified

project. Technology tutorials for instructors

and information on grants are available at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison web site
(2001) .
4.

Before embarking on Internet activities, schools
must set up some type of filtering system to

protect students from inappropriate material.

9

5.

Students must sign "Appropriate Use" forms, and
teachers must supervise use of the computers.
Chat rooms can connect students to dangerous

individuals if this is not monitored.
6.

Teachers must also clarify copyright guidelines
to the students. Just as plagiarism is not

acceptable from books and magazines, teachers
must assure that students do not plagiarize work

posted on web pages.
7.

'

Finally, teachers must provide students with

guidelines to evaluate Internet sources for

content and validity of information.

Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined as they apply to the

proj ect.
Foreign Language Proficiency - In this thesis, foreign

language proficiency will be defined as the varying
ability to use the target language to express
knowledge and ideas.

Foreign Language Learning - In this thesis, language

learning will refer to any progress made by the

learner toward autonomous language proficiency.
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Autonomous Proficiency - In this thesis, autonomous
proficiency will refer to the ability to think and

speak fluently in a language.
Authentic - In this thesis, the term authentic means

genuine or real. It will be used specifically to

describe cultural environments that are created and

maintained by members of the target language and
culture. The opposite of authentic environments would
be imaginary environments created by the classroom

teacher to imitate real-life situations.

11

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
The learning theories upon which education is based

have not drastically changed with the implementation of
technology. In fact, these theories demonstrate how

technology can be used as an excellent auxiliary tool in
teaching foreign languages, in encouraging higher level

learning and thinking, and in increasing foreign language
proficiency. This chapter will outline the essential

components of several learning theories as they relate to

foreign language learning. The application of computer

technology to these theories will also be discussed.

Language Proficiency Theories
Anderson identifies three stages of language
proficiency. In the Cognitive Stage, one uses conscious

activity to communicate. Speakers can use short phrases

and basic structures that follow grammatical rules. In the
Associative Stage, one detects and corrects errors.

Thinking is still done in the native language, but the
speaker can use more advanced grammatical structures. In

the Autonomous Stage, speaking becomes more automatic and

12

errors are infrequent. Thinking is done in the second

language and speaking becomes subconscious (1985).
Taylor (1988) supports Anderson's theory, describing

proficiency as the ability to use knowledge, and defining

knowledge as competence. This thesis demonstrates how
computer-based projects (see Appendices A-H) support the

students in sharing and using their new knowledge in the
target language. In this way, they encourage the students

to move toward the Autonomous Stage of language
proficiency.

Foreign Language Instruction Theories
The most popular theories in foreign language

instruction are language learning and language
acquisition. Language learning is the traditional approach
whereby students learn the second language through the
memorization of vocabulary and grammatical structures.

Language acquisition emphasizes that foreign languages are

acquired through methods that are used when one learns the

first language (Ellis, 1984, 1986, 1990). Both theories
provide insight to second language instruction.

In his discussion of language learning, Krashen

describes "teacher talk," whereby the instructor uses

simplified language within a specific environment. The
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teacher is careful to speak using vocabulary familiar to

the student, and using simple phrases comprehensible to
the second language learner. The teacher presents a
limited number of vocabulary words, expressions and

structures, informing the learners of the objectives. Each
lesson builds upon previous lessons, stimulating recall of
prior learning. The lesson is presented within an
environment created by the teacher. As the lesson
continues, the teacher provides guided practice, elicits

responses from the students, and assesses performance

(Krashen & Scarcella, 1980.)
For students who benefit from this style of

instruction, computer-based projects may be linked to web
based tutorials (see Appendices F, G, & H). While these
projects are intended to be completed under the guidance

of the instructor, students may independently access

additional instruction in basic communication structures
through these more structured, online presentations. They

may do so at their own pace, as they work toward the
completion of a particular project.
While many students benefit from such techniques,

Krashen points out potential problems if one over
emphasizes the language learning approach. He states that,

14

...many classroom exercises, with their emphasis on

correctness, often place the student "on the
defensive" entailing a heightened "affective filter"
which makes them less than ideal for language

acquisition.

(1988, p. 2)

Krashen's language acquisition approach emphasizes that

students acquire a second language through exposure to

natural environments and interaction in the target
language (Ellis, 1984, 1986, 1990).
In his studies of language acquisition, Krashen

noticed that native speakers who communicate with a
foreigner use simplified input to accommodate for the

foreigner's limited communication skills. Krashen

identifies this as "foreigner talk." While the vocabulary
may not be limited to that of the second language learner,

the native speaker presents the communication within a

.

context, and may rephrase ideas in a simplified manner to

enable the foreigner to comprehend (Krashen & Scarcella,
1980). Krashen and Scarcella's study included an American

who spent three years studying French and German. He spent
ten months living in Vienna, Austria, and one month living

in Paris, France. The remainder of his studies were
completed in the United States. He received about the same
amount of "teacher talk" in both languages, but had a
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great deal more "foreigner talk" in German because of his

extended stay in Vienna. As a result, he was able to read
fairly difficult material in both German and French, and

express himself. However, he had a much more difficult
time in French with listening comprehension, and had

"...less feel for phrasing and finding the right word"
(p. 9). His fluency in German was much greater.
The majority of methods used in a second language

classroom encourage "teacher talk." Even when students are
organized into interactive, cooperative group activities,

the speakers in the class have a similar language
foundation. This eliminates the possibility of "foreigner
talk"

(Hatch, 1978). When students are required to use

French Internet sites to complete activities, they

encounter authentic language that is perhaps beyond their
current capabilities. However, because these authentic
sites provide their information contextually, and because
students have the guidance of the instructor to simplify

the language and thus assist comprehension, the Internet
can be an ideal setting for "foreigner talk." Therefore,

computers and Internet based projects such as those
presented in Appendices C, D, E and F provide an ideal

setting to combine the benefits of language learning and

16

language acquisition to enhance second language

proficiency.

The projects presented in this- thesis use computer
technology and the Internet to guide students through
authentic experiences using the natural French

environments available online. As mentioned above, Krashen
and Scarcella (1980) point out that students learning a

language within the actual cultural and language
environment are more successful than those removed from

that context. The projects presented by this thesis bring
the student into such actual, authentic cultural and

language environments, therefore increasing their
opportunity to move toward autonomous language
proficiency.

Spolsky's examination of foreign language instruction
draws one's attention to four factors that affect the
progress toward foreign language proficiency. First each

learner possesses a unique level of knowledge and skills

at any given moment in the learning process. As a teacher

begins a lesson, students each have their own strengths,

weaknesses and breadth of knowledge, which continues to
develop and change as a result of the learning process.

Second, each learner has various ability levels.
Instruction must accommodate a wide variety of student
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needs, as each student's capacity and rate of learning
differs. Third, affective factors such as personality and
motivation also affect the learning process. The students

each have their own interests, attitudes and prior
experiences that effect their responses to instruction.

Finally, various learning opportunities affect the

resulting proficiency level. Some students have supportive
family environments and access to computer technology,

while others face stressful situations at home with
limited access to instructional resources. Some students

benefit from relatives with whom they may practice the

target language, while others have nobody to assist them
with homework (Spolsky, 1988).

Computer-based projects strongly compliment Spolsky's
four learning factors. First, the wide variety of

authentic experiences provided through these projects are
more likely to trigger prior knowledge and skills.

Further, these Internet experiences call upon the learner
to use that prior knowledge in order to problem solve and

complete each assignment. Second, the web-based tutorials

allow students to work at their own ability levels, and to
learn individually any required concepts that they may be

lacking (Merrill, 1996) . Third, students are highly
motivated by computers and the Internet, and the wide
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variety of web sites are likely to provide resources that
correspond to their individual interests. As Spolsky

(1988) points out, student motivation is directly related
to student achievement and proficiency level. Finally, the
Internet provides a great variety of learning

opportunities for each foreign language student. Computer
labs open before and after school make these environments

and resources available to all students.
Ellis (1990) points out that the language acquisition
theory assumes adults learn a second language in the same

way as a child learns the first language. He states that

it is probably more accurate to claim that they have
features in common. The author agrees with Ellis. When

children learn a first language, they have no preconceived
notions about communication, or pre-established habits in

expressing their ideas through language. Adults, however,

have been trained to express their ideas within the
parameters of a primary language, its structures, syntax
and idiomatic expressions. While some of the techniques
used to teach children a first language may be beneficial

to adults learning a second language, it must be
recognized that the adult learner must also experience

retraining. The adult second language learners must be
re-taught to express ideas using structures and syntax

19

that may contradict those of their primary language. For

example, a native French speaker who has learned the

language necessary to express an idea, may still rely on

the correct French grammar with which he is comfortable.
This would encourage him to say, "I have hunger. Give me

an apple red, if it please you." The further developed the
students' primary language experiences before they are

exposed to a second language, the more retraining they
will need to feel comfortable expressing themselves

outside of the grammatical parameters of their first
.

language.

It is the author's belief that the most successful

approach to foreign language instruction is to incorporate
a wide variety of techniques and theories. In this way,

the teacher is more likely to meet the wide variety of
student needs inherent in the American classroom. The
Internet is the doorway to a vast array of tutorials,

projects and authentic web sites that address a wide
variety of student learning styles in a highly motivating
and authentic environment. Computer-based projects are the
teacher's key to opening that door.

20

Cognitive Learning Theory
Ausubel and Gagne both support the Cognitive Learning

Theory, proclaiming that new ideas and concepts must be

"potentially meaningful" to the learner. Ausubel explains
that anchoring new concepts into the learner's already
existing cognitive structure will make the new concepts

recallable (Grabe & Grabe, 2000) . His explanation of

cognitive learning is known as the "subsumption theory."
According to Ausubel, learning is based upon the

kinds of super ordinate, representational, and
combinatorial processes that occur during the

reception of information. A primary process in
learning is subsumption in which new material is
related to relevant ideas in the existing cognitive

structure on a substantive, non-verbatim basis.
Cognitive structures represent the residue of all

learning experiences; forgetting occurs because
certain details get integrated and lose their

individual identity (Kearsley, 2003) .
Ausubel describes the processes of receiving

information. He emphasizes that new concepts are relevant
to the learner when they relate to previously learned
concepts. He emphasizes that learning comes about when the

student restructures his previously learned cognitive
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awareness, rather than creating new cognitive structures
(Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978).
In Gagne's explanation of the cognitive learning

theory, he discusses different types or levels of
learning. Different teaching situations are necessary for

each level of learning, and students must be given the
opportunity to practice as they learn. He outlines nine

instructional events and corresponding cognitive

processes:

1

gaining attention (reception)

2

informing learners of the objective (expectancy)

3

stimulating recall of prior learning (retrieval)

4

presenting the stimulus (selective perception)

5

providing learning guidance (semantic encoding)

6

eliciting performance (responding)

7

providing feedback (reinforcement)

8

assessing performance (retrieval)

9

enhancing retention and transfer

[generalization]

(Kearsley, 2001) .

Gagne's interpretation of the Cognitive Learning Theory
emphasizes that skills should be stated as performance

objectives, and that assessment should be done through

task analysis (Grabe & Grabe, 2000).
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B. F. Skinner took Gagne's Cognitive Learning Theory,
and emphasized the importance of goals and objectives to
create the Behaviorist approach to education. However, his

ideas focused assessment practices on measurement of
knowledge and skills, with little emphasis on performance

and understanding. Further development of the cognitive
theory led back to a stronger emphasis on the learning
process.

Since the late 1980s, however, researchers have been

building an understanding of learning that grows out
of cognitive and developmental psychology. The key
notion in this new "constructivist theory" is that

people learn best by actively constructing their own

understanding (NCRL; Constructivist Model for
Learning web site, 2002).

Thus, while Skinner's emphasis clarified the
cognitive concept of goals and objectives, the

constructivists brought back the emphasis on task analysis
(Learning Styles and CAE web site, 2000).
Jonassen, Peck, and Wilson are constructivists who

also support the cognitive theory, expanding these
concepts to the usage of computers and the Internet. They
point out that technology must be meaningful to the

students, engaging them in the lesson. They suggest that,
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"Memorized information is meaningless unless attached to
context or use"

(1999, p. 4). They demonstrate how

technology successfully compliments the Cognitive Learning
Theory:

•

Technology is more than hardware. Technology
consists of the designs and the environments
that engage learners. Technology can also

consist of any reliable technique or method for
engaging learning, such as cognitive learning
strategies and critical thinking skills.

•

Learning technologies can be any environment or

definable set of activities that engage learners
in active, constructive, intentional, authentic,

and cooperative learning.

(Jonassen et al.,

p. 12)
According to these cognitive theorists, technology is more

than just computers, software and the Internet. It is the
process of using them as authentic environments through
which students build upon pre-existing concepts to create

something original, while increasing their level of

knowledge.

,

This thesis presents contextualized group projects

that complement these theories by using the environments

provided by computers and the Internet. Research projects
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are a valuable method to center the learning around the
student, and to encourage him to apply what he already

knows to the new material in the creation of his project.

In an Internet project (see Appendices B & D), information
may be taken from sites that are more up to date than

encyclopedias and books published several years earlier.
Graphics, video and sound may also be available to bring

the culture to life (Merrill, 1996). Further examples of
projects integrating computer technology and the
constructivist approach to the cognitive theory may be
found at the University of Alabama web site (2001).
The theorists Ausubel, Gagne, Skinner, and Jonassen,

all agree that lessons should engage the learners in
meaningful activities that build upon pre-existing

knowledge. These cognitive theorists declare that
technologies should not simply convey information nor

control all of the learner's actions.. Instead, they should
fulfill a learning need. They should be "intellectual tool
kits that enable students to build more meaningful
personal interpretations and representations of the world"
(Jonassen et al., p. 13). They should be learner initiated

and learner controlled. These cognitive theorists confirm
some of the ideas presented by the language learning and

language acquisition theorists. They agree that
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contextualized learning improves the opportunity for
students to increase learning, and thus improves their

foreign language proficiency skills. They add the idea of

performance based objectives and task analysis to the
learning process.

•

Environmental Learning Theories
Ellis (1986) demonstrates the importance of

contextualized, interactive activities by comparing two

types of learning results. He says that the multitude of
learning strategies result in two types of linguistic

products: formulaic speech and creative speech. In

formulaic speech, expressions are learned and used in

specific circumstances. For example, classroom simulations
or quizzes require students to demonstrate proficiency
with a specific set of vocabulary, expressions and

structures. In creative speech, Ellis goes on to explain
that the learner is able to produce entirely new sentences

based on rules of the system. In an authentic environment,

there are no limits to the language that may be '
encountered by the student. Because the student's
objective is to understand and in turn, be understood, he

is forced to use environmental cues when faced with

language he has not previously learned. To express
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himself, he must creatively manipulate previously learned

vocabulary and grammatical structures in a culturally
appropriate manner that will be understood by the native

speaker (Ellis, 1986) . Therefore, the student's ultimate
goal is to pass beyond formulaic speech proficiency, and

achieve creative speech fluency.
Spolsky (1988) agrees that the learning environment

greatly affects the learning result. In the classroom

environment, students use fewer strategies than in a

natural environment. If the teaching objective is correct
language usage rather than language fluency, the students'
usage may be limited further (Ellis, 1986) . Ellis adds
that classroom learning has a smaller sociolinguistic

domain than naturalistic settings (1990). Piranian (1979)
confirms Ellis' theory with his findings that American
university students learning Russian depend more on
avoidance, while students with natural exposure use

paraphrases.
The Internet offers situations that are not like real

life, they are real life. Students may access real-time
data such as current weather statistics, live video feeds,

and streaming audio and video from French speaking sites
around the world. The World Wide Web is very successful
because it integrates multimedia (text/video/sound) and
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hypermedia [links to move from site to site]

(Merrill,

1996). It is not linear like textbooks. Because of this
flexibility, students may explore and modify their project
as it unfolds. They are forced to adapt, to select paths,

and to adjust their strategies in order to meet the
criteria of a given project (Grabe & Grabe, 2000). These

are all important elements to both the environmental and
cognitive learning theories.

Sociocultural Learning Theories
Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory of Learning moves

beyond the Environmental Theory, stressing the importance

of understanding the cultural environment. Sociocultural

Learning emphasizes teaching about the country, culture
and civilization associated with the language (Kearsley,

2002). Byram, an advocate of Vygotsky's theory, defines
culture as "...that part of foreign language teaching
which conveys information, attitudes, images and perhaps
even prejudice about the people and countries where the
particular language is spoken"

(1988, p. 1). He claims

that teachers traditionally see this as background or

context, giving it low priority. Byram believes that
cultural studies are an integral component of learning,

and that words in each language refer to meanings in a
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particular culture (Byram, 1988). Students must understand

that gestures, vocal intonations and literal translations

of words and expressions from their native culture's

language may convey an entirely different meaning in the
language of another culture.
Bruner (1990) calls this link between language and

culture, "meaning making." Cultural information is not
retained or fully understood by the student if it is too
unlike the familiar realizations of the native culture.

However, direct experience may not lead to understanding

unless it is accompanied by interpretation and explanation

(Byram, 1988) . Stauble (1980) confirms this theory,
suggesting that it is not only necessary to adjust one's
cultural habits, but also to learn the appropriate

linguistic habits to communicate in the target language.

She suggests that the "process of acculturation" combines

social and psychological adaptation. This acculturation
involves not only learning the language, but also the

beliefs, attitudes, values, and other behavioral patterns
inherent in the sociocultural environment (Krashen &
Scarcella, 1980). Vygotsky's Sociocultural Learning Theory

incorporates language learning with cultural understanding

through the emphasis of interactive cultural activities
(Kearsley, 2002).
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Vygotsky declares that cognitive gain occurs first

through interpersonal activity, then through intrapersonal
activities within the cultural environment. In this way,

his theory emphasizes the importance of group activities

(Grabe & Grabe, 2000) . Ellis also applies the importance
of group activities to second language development. He
suggests that the proficiency of students "...grows out of

the interactions they take part in"

(1984, p. 84). The

transformation from classroom to naturalistic environments
occurs when the interaction transforms from input to

discourse, from lecture to interactive learning.
Proficiency increases when the learner has the

opportunities to modify and extend his language system
through interaction (Ellis, 1984).
Through interaction with other group members,

students are forced to put their prior cognitive abilities
to use. Further, they benefit from the knowledge

contributed by the other group members. This interaction
presents a more natural social environment than the

traditional classroom lecture format. Therefore, it better
prepares students for "real world" social environments.
Finally, the students learn more about themselves and the

effects their actions have on those around them as their
attitudes and prejudices are revealed through their
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interactions. This encourages intraspection, the ultimate

step to cognitive gain in Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory

of Learning (Kearsley, 2002).
Students may deepen their understanding of the target

culture by exploring foreign web sites (see Appendices C &
F). Such sites are inherently embedded with the beliefs,

attitudes, values and behavioral patterns of the target
culture. Through the exploration of such authentic
environments, the students begin the "acculturation"
process toward social and psychological adaptation as

suggested by Stauble. The guidance from the teacher
throughout the project provides the "meaning making"

emphasized by Bruner.
The Internet also provides a wide variety of

interactive learning environments. An example of online
discourse is the ePALS project (see Appendix E) which

makes use of the ePALS.com web site. Through e-mail and

online bulletin boards, French students can correspond
with "ePALS," pen pals through email..In this way they may

participate in idea sharing, passing along information,

and expressing and sharing feelings with native French
speakers. This type of asynchronous communication
(messages sent and received at different times) is

convenient when working with foreign students from another
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time zone. Students can interact with native speakers

through the classroom computer, without traveling to

France. This enables participation in discussions between
students from different cultures. Students have more time

to respond, and they do not feel rushed, which lowers the
affective filter and increases learning potential

(Merrill, 1996). It also allows students to reflect on
their messages and proofread them before sending them. As
a result of the ePALS Project presented in Appendix E, it
was noted that students were much more likely to carefully

proofread their work if it was going to be read by another
student, particularly a native French speaker. Further,

students expressed surprise when their French

correspondents questioned their attitudes about some
topics, and expressed ideas very different from those of

the American students, which led them further toward
intraspection.

Addressing National Content Standards
Current trends in education encourage the

implementation of curriculum driven by local, state and

national standards. Briefly, the national standards for
foreign language (see Appendix I) declare that students
will become proficient in oral and written language, and
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capable of expressing ideas in the foreign culture
(standards 1, 2, 3, 8). As explained previously,
computer-based projects and the Internet provide an

excellent tool and environment for meeting these
objectives. While using French in authentic environments
(see Appendices C, E, & F) , students deepen their

understanding of French culture (standards 4, 5, 7, 9) .

Reinforcing and furthering the student's knowledge of
other disciplines addresses standard 6 of the National
French content standards. Math and science enter into the

Virtual Reality Trip to Paris Project (see Appendix F) as

students discuss actual weather reports and convert
temperatures from centigrade to Fahrenheit using Internet

weather sites. History and social studies also enter this
project as students discuss Parisian museums and

monuments. Geography is one of the many disciplines

reinforced in the French Country report (see Appendix D).

Using computer-based projects enables students to learn
and reinforce computer skills.
Standard 5 expects students to understand the

culture's products and economy. The French Cafe Project
(see Appendix C) and the Virtual Reality Trip to Paris

(see Appendix F) provide opportunities for students to
participate in various industries such as French travel,
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restaurant, hotel, art and many others. Standard 10

expects students to use the target language beyond the
school setting. The Internet provides a window for
students to visit a museum in Paris (see Appendix F),

converse with a French student (see Appendix E) or
experience a French Cafe (see Appendix C). Becoming

life-long learners and preparing to achieve career goals

are expectations of standards 11 and 12. The Internet
provides a starting point from which students may embark

on adventures of their own long after the completion of a

specific project.
French content standards specify that students must

learn more than grammar and vocabulary in a French

classroom. The goal is for them to reach a level of
fluency whereby they can successfully communicate with

someone from a French speaking country. They must be

sensitive to cultural differences. They must be capable of

expressing ideas, feelings and opinions on a wide variety
of topics in a spontaneous manner. The vast resources
available through the Internet provide a valuable

opportunity for teachers and students to achieve these

goals.
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Summary
The Cognitive, Environmental and Sociocultural
Learning Theories all support the idea that one learns

through authentic, realistic activities. While each of

these theories take on a slightly different emphasis, each
can be easily linked with the implementation of computer
technology and the Internet into foreign language

instruction. Education cannot be limited to the

memorization of facts. The ability to apply information
and skills within a variety of settings is essential for
students to become active members in society. The ability
to utilize language in a variety of cultural settings is

essential for autonomous language proficiency.
Computers and the Internet provide a variety of tools

that are ideally suited for group activities as well as
interpersonal communication. The Internet also provides a

variety of authentic, cultural environments. Current
learning theories confirm the value of such tools in

second language learning. Because technology has become an
integral part of society, the integration of technology

must become an integral part of our curriculum
throughout the content areas (Grabe & Grabe, 2 000) .
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Murrieta Valley Unified School District (where the
author of this thesis is employed as a French teacher)

placed a computer connected to the Internet into each
teacher's classroom during the 1998-1999 school year. A
French II student, Zachary Cadenhead, offered to make a
French web page as part of a web page design assignment

for a computers class in which he was concurrently
enrolled. He took his French class notes and the lesson

plans the author had saved on a word processing program,
and recreated them into a web site. He provided links to
class information and assignments for each level of
French. As the author noticed that more and more students

were using this site to access class notes and
assignments, the author asked Zach to teach her the basic
components of Netscape Composer. He came to the classroom
during lunch and provided the French teacher with the
basic information necessary to maintain and build upon the
French web site, and to download it to the district

server.
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The following year the author enrolled in the
California State University, San Bernardino Master's

Degree Program. She had been so inspired by the increased
motivation of students using Zach's French web page that

she decided to pursue the concentration in Instructional

Technology. As a result, the author learned to upgrade her

web site and to develop a wide variety of computer-based
projects. Five of these projects are presented in this

thesis.
This chapter describes the methods used to develop

computer-based projects that enhance foreign language
proficiency. The five projects discussed were developed

and conducted with several sample student groups to

demonstrate their functionality. The five projects
presented by this thesis are:
1

Teacher Web Site: organizing a course and

encouraging communication
2

The French Cafe: an introduction to the Internet
and French culture

3

French Country Report: web page basics and
French cultural diversity

4

ePALS: authentic Internet based communication

5

A Virtual Reality Trip to Paris: the ultimate
web quest
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The specific methods for the development of each
project will be described in this chapter.

General Development

'

While the development of each project was in many

ways unique, all of the projects were created using
computer technology and Internet resources. This section
provides a general outline of the methods and development
used to create these computer-based projects. These

generalized methods are intended as a model for other

foreign language instructors who may wish to create their

own Internet based projects, or modify these to meet their
individual needs.
Population Served

The computer-based projects were divided into lessons

for target students who were enrolled in high school
French. The first lessons require very little experience

with computers, French language or culture. They were

conducted with beginning students and used to promote
cultural awareness through contextualized learning.

The level of difficulty increases with each project.
The last project requires that students have at least a

primary proficiency level (Anderson's "associative
stage"), and are capable of expressing basic and
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moderately detailed ideas in French. This project was

conducted with a group of advanced intermediate students
familiar with the present, the futur proche, the passe

compose and the imparfait. The computer-based component to
this unit gives directions in French, so students needed
an intermediate level of French reading comprehension. No
previous experience with computers was necessary as both

the instructor and student group members assisted students
with limited expertise. Students worked simultaneously
with a classroom unit that included prepositions, grammar

and vocabulary taught within the context of Parisian

culture.
Resources and Content Validation

The five computer-based projects were created by the

instructor using PowerPoint, Netscape Composer, Microsoft

Word, Microsoft Paint and Inspiration. A File Transfer
Protocol program (FTP) was used to download each completed

project to the district server to make it accessible to
students in the classroom, in the computer lab, and at
home through the Internet. Finally, information, pictures,

graphics, sound and backgrounds were taken from the

following resources available on the Internet: 3D Flags,
Altavista, Angelfire, Animation Factory, Animation
Station, Barry's Clip Art, Clipart.Com, Cool Archive, Cool
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Graphics, Dogpile, ePALS, Euro Home Page, Flaming Text,

Free Backgrounds, Google, Grapholina, Harry the Cat,

Hotbot, Hotmail, Le Louvre Home Page, Les Pages de Paris,

Lycos, Media Builder, Modern History Sourcebook, Monaie de
Paris, Notre Dame de Paris, Overture, Pacbell, Paris sur
Web, Power Backs, Presidence de la Republique, Quia,
Surfette's Pages for Teachers, Tennessee Bob's Famous
French Links, Warner Brothers Home Page, Web Page

Resources, and Yahoo (complete details are listed in
References).

.

Each project required the integration of content and

culture learned in the classroom with content and cultural

contexts available on the Internet. The computer-based
lessons addressed National French Content Standards (see

Appendix I). Further, the learning theories presented in
Chapter Two were combined and integrated into the creation

of each computer-based lesson.
The Internet as a Research Tool

The Internet is a very valuable multi-media research

tool. In order to assure that students benefited from this
resource, accommodations were made for the three
categories of multimedia learners:

1

The Knowledge Seekers that stick to their goals,
and examine information carefully.
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2

The Feature Explorers that are easily distracted
by special effects.

3

The Apathetic Users who spend limited time

searching, and move rapidly through material in
a linear fashion (Grabe & Grabe, 2 000) .

Because of the huge quantity of information available
on the web, all three types of multimedia users could have

easily become overwhelmed and distracted as they surfed

the web. For this reason a variety of techniques were used
to guide students through their inquiry as they worked on

web based research projects.
Scaffolding through web quests was one method used to

guide students through the Internet research projects. In

this case the teacher provided specific web sites students
could use, and a specific outline detailing what

information the students were required to find (see
Appendices B, C, E, & F). This was a positive way to allow

students to get their feet wet in the Internet, before
diving in to surf the web through search engines.

Understanding "search engines" was another key to
student survival in this journey through the Internet.

Learning to use these online reference tools kept the
student researchers from drowning beneath giant waves of

erroneous information. Search engines are online services
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that help retrieve information. The best search engine
catalogues only about one third of the total web pages

available. By using a variety of search engines, students
were able to gather much more information.

A list of search engine links appeared to facilitate
the process for the researcher (see Appendices D & F).

Once at a search engine site, students browsed through a

variety of categories or menus to narrow the search. At
any time, the researchers were able to type in key words
and press enter. At this point, the search engine hunted
through all of the computers online to find any page

containing these key words. This list could have appeared
as a 15-foot tidal wave to the novice web surfer. To avoid

confronting such intimidation, students were taught to use
categories, menus, and Boolean Searches to narrow the
search, and significantly reduce the size of this wave of

information (see Appendix H).
Teacher Web Site: Organizing a Course
and Encouraging Communication

Overview
Student Ability Level: all
The Teacher Web Site Project (see Appendices A & B)

is a site that enables parents and students to communicate
with the teacher, and to keep current of course content,
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expectations and assignments. This site provides general

information to parents, as well as links to specific
lessons, notes and assignments. Students can access this

information from home' to obtain missed assignments and
notes when they are absent if they have a computer

connected to the Internet. Links are also provided to
encourage two-way email communication between the teacher

and the parents or students.
The site's hyperlinks to other French web sites
encourage students to use their knowledge of French for
personal enjoyment and enrichment by listening to an

online French radio station, or reading a French teen

magazine (standard 11, Appendix I). Some sites expose
students to industries and careers available to people

proficient in French (standard 12, Appendix I). Further,
Internet based projects are posted to this site so that
students may have the opportunity to work on them from

home, devoting more time to the development of their

presentations. While the projects would be initiated in a

school computer lab under teacher guidance, students could
be encouraged to continue working on them during their own
time, at their own pace, independently as well as in

groups.
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The French web site includes links to:

Assignments: daily assignments and the lessons,
notes, vocabulary, and songs they may need to complete
'

them.

Syllabi: a specific syllabus for each French course.
Expectations: general for all levels.

Email Link: a shortcut link that opens an email
message pre-addressed to the teacher.
Meet la Prof: introductory information about the

instructor including mission statement, teaching

philosophy, teaching strategies, rational for using
computers, educational background, and personal

information.
French Links: hyperlinks to online French tutorials,
other instructional sites, and authentic French web sites.

Navigation Buttons: links to the high school and

district home pages, as well as to the pages mentioned

above.
Additional Links: links to other French sites, to the

French Content Standards, and to technology-based

proj ects.

Specific Development
The Teacher Web Site Project developed from the web

page that had been created by Zachary Cadenhead. The
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original site contained all of the menus the author had

requested on one, long web page. According to Mr. John

Ruttner, instructor of Educational Technology 691, spring
quarter, 2001, Internet users do not like excessive
scrolling. The author did an informal pole of students
that confirmed his theory, so the author decided to break
up the original page into a number of subdirectories. Mr.

Kenneth Decroo, instructor of Educational Technology 500,

fall quarter, 2001, points out the importance of a mission

statement. The "Meet the Teacher" portion of this project
developed from this idea, and from projects assigned in

the Educational Technology 500 course.
To break up the original page, the author saved the
file with three different names. The author uploaded the

fleur de lis background from the Internet and used the

Netscape Composer background menu to attach it to each
page. The author used an Internet search engine to find a

wave file of the French national anthem, which the author
then uploaded to the computer web page file from the

Modern History Source Book at fordham.edu. The background
menu from the Front Page web page development program

provided the option to add this sound wave to the

background.
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'

The author used the table tool in the Netscape
Composer web page development program to create several

tables with three columns on each page. This provided more

flexibility for the arrangement of headings, graphics,

pictures and buttons. The author created the headings by
pasting the fleur de lis background onto a Microsoft Paint

file. Then the author used the Word Art tool in Microsoft

Word to create the headings for each page, and copied and
pasted them on top of the Microsoft Paint fleur de lis

file. The author saved this file and inserted it into the
center column of the table at the top of each page. The
author uploaded the waving French flag graphic from

Tennessee Bob's web site, and inserted one into each of

the outside columns in the heading table. The author
provided a hyperlink to his web site on the French Links
page.
To create the navigation buttons that bring the
Internet visitor from page to page, the author used

Flamingtext.com. This online-tool allows one to type the
French label for each button selected, and to upload them
into the web page file. The author again used tables to

space these buttons on the page, and used the Netscape

Composer link tools to create them into hyperlinks.
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To make the site more interesting to the web surfer,

and to encourage cultural awareness, the author used a
search engine to find photographs of Parisian monuments,
uploaded them into the web page file from various web

sites, and inserted them into the tables using the

Netscape Composer insert menu. The author sited the source
of each photograph used, and created the picture and the
reference into a hyperlink back to the Internet site of

origination using the Composer link tools.
The author used the Netscape Composer editing tools

to type the remainder of the information onto the page,

and to customize the font styles and sizes. The author
used the Composer character tools to insert accents where

necessary. Throughout the creation process, the author did
informal interviews with students regarding the appearance

and usefulness of the site. Finally, the author uploaded
an animated graphic from another Internet site and
inserted it at the bottom of the page to make it more

interesting to students. The methods outlined here apply
to each of the remaining web pages that make up this
project. The author added a table at the bottom of each

subsequent page with links to make it easier for the
students to navigate throughout the site.
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For the syllabi, each of the documents had previously
been composed using Microsoft Word. The author opened the

files and then saved them as web pages. The author added a

different background for each syllabus using those
available in the Word program, and those uploaded from

Freebacks.com. The author modified the font size and style
to be more appropriate for a web page, and added a
navigation link at the bottom taking the web surfer back

to the home page.

The course expectations had also been composed

previously as a Word document. In addition to saving this
document as a web page, adding a background and

reformatting the font, the author added several graphics
to increase the viewer appeal. Further, the author
inserted targets and links using Netscape Composer tools

so that users could skip around within the document to the

specific details in question. Finally the author added
another photograph of a Parisian monument and hyper linked

to its source. This provided consistency with the other

pages in the project, while further encouraging cultural
awareness.
Some of the components to this project were very

simple. For example, to create the "email Madame"

shortcut, the author used the Netscape Composer link tool
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and typed "mailto:" followed by the email address. The
French Sites page is a copy of the previous pages with a

series of hyperlinks listed in a table. The web sites
listed were discovered during search engine hunts,
referred by students, parents and friends, and provided in

the high school French textbook teacher's manual.
The "Meet the Teacher" pages were also very quick to

create. The author used a black background with red

headings as they are the high school colors. Once the
author created the tables, links and hyperlinks, the file
was saved with several new names. Each page that followed
was simply a copy that the author modified. In this way,

it was not necessary to repeat the work for each
subsequent page.

The author added family photographs to personalize

the web site. The pictures were taken on a traditional
35-millimeter camera. The developed prints were scanned
into the computer, and then inserted into the web pages.

While providing a personal look at the instructor, the "Ma
Famille" page also serves as an example for students

working on a family unit conducted during French II.

Although that unit is not presented in this thesis, the
example provided here can serve as a model for other
French instructors wishing to use the idea.
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Finally, the author linked the assignments button to

another menu page where the student may select his level

of French. The level 1 button provides an example of what

a student would find on this page. The author provided
links to notes, vocabulary lists, and to the assignments

in each chapter with the dates of study as well. On each
page, the author provided more links to specific grammar
notes and actual vocabulary lists. The author used a table

to create an interactive calendar which links the student
to assignments and notes for that day. Computer-based

projects would be posted on the appropriate calendar day
as well.
Obj ectives

•

Students will demonstrate organizational skills
by using the Teacher Web Page to keep the French

notebook up to date with all assignments, notes
and vocabulary.
•

Students will demonstrate positive study skills
by using the Teacher Web Page to keep track of

daily assignments on an assignment sheet.
•

The student will demonstrate the use of the

target language beyond the school setting by
using the links provided on the Teacher Web Page

to complete assignments (standard 10).
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•

The student will use the target language for
personal enjoyment by using the links provided
on the Teacher Web Page to complete a scavenger
hunt (standard 11) .

•

The students Will explore career possibilities

relating to fluency in the target language by
using the links provided on the Teacher Web Page

to complete a scavenger hunt (Standard 12).

Implementation
Students were given the web address of the Teacher

Web Site the first day of school when the teacher provided

the course overview. The web address was written on the

general information handout provided on the first day as
well. This handout was to be read and signed by the
parents and returned, so that the teacher had verification

that the parents received the web address. The teacher

modeled the use and navigation of the web site during

class regularly, and during Back to School Night for the
parents.

The instructor conducted periodic notebook checks.
Students missing notes or vocabulary lists were guided
through the web site and assisted in printing out the

missing materials to add to the French notebook. Students
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with excused absences were guided to the web site for

missing assignments and class notes..

Early in the school year, students were taken to the
computer lab where they were guided through the links and

hyperlinks provided on the Teacher Web Site. They were
required to click onto each of the links, visit the

corresponding Internet sites, and write the names of the

sites that they found most interesting and why. Extra
credit was offered if the student found a French web site

that was not provided by the teacher (Two sites were

submitted and later added to the French Links page). The
students were also required to name three careers one

could pursue if bilingual in English and French. They were
encouraged to use the information provided on the Internet
sites to find their responses. They were assisted in using

Microsoft Word to compose their assignments.
The French Cafe: Introduction
to the Internet

Overview

.

Student Ability Level: beginner
The Cafe PowerPoint lesson (see Appendices A and C)

exposes new students to French culture through a virtual

reality visit of a French cafe (standards 3, 5, 7, 9, &

10). Students also learn basic computer and Internet
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terminology, and basic Internet navigation skills
(standard 6). This information is presented within the

context of a virtual reality field trip to a French cafe

where students learn the differences between French cafes

and American restaurants, and discuss different customs

such as eating habits.
Specific Development
This project began when the author stumbled across

the paris.org web site while searching for French sites to

share with students. The author was lured in by the
beautiful photographs and remained to read the fascinating
histories of each cafe that connect them to famous people

and historical movements in France. The author read
through several of these web pages and created a few

questions for the students to spark their curiosity, and
encourage them to thoroughly investigate the site.

The author used Microsoft PowerPoint and Microsoft

Paint to create the Cafe Lesson (see Appendix C). The
background and many of the graphics were selected from the

Microsoft PowerPoint menus. The author uploaded several
pictures from the paris.org web pages and inserted a
hyperlink to this site using the PowerPoint slide show

drop down menu.
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To create visuals of the various screens showing the
menu, tool and task bars several steps were followed.

First the author opened Microsoft Word, as this was the
program the students would be required to use. Then the
author pressed the "Print Screen" button on the keyboard.
Next the author opened Microsoft Paint. In the "image"

drop down menu the author set the "attributes" to .50
inches tall and wide. The author clicked the "select"
tool, then right clicked over the blank square, and
clicked "paste." The document size automatically enlarged

to accommodate the image. In this way no white space

remained around the picture.
The author used the paint tools to cut out the

section of the image the author wanted to use, and then

opened a new Paint page. After modifying the attributes to

.50 inches wide and tall, the author pasted the selected

image onto the blank page. Again, the size automatically
enlarged to accommodate the size of the image. The author
gave the visual a name and saved it in the Cafe PowerPoint

folder.
The author inserted these visuals in the same way as

other pictures or graphics using the PowerPoint tools.

Finally, the author used the "autoshapes" menu to create
red arrows, and used the "custom animation" tool in the
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"slide show" menu so that arrows would fly to the focal
point, drawing the viewer's attention to important
elements. Once completed, the author saved the PowerPoint
Cafe lesson in the web page folder, and linked to it from

the Teacher Web Page.

Obj ectives
•

The student will demonstrate the use of the

target language beyond the school setting by

navigating an authentic French web site
(standard 10).
•

The student will demonstrate the ability to use

the target language to gather information from
an authentic French web site (standard 1).

•

The student will demonstrate basic computer

skills by navigating Internet web sites,
presenting an assignment on a word processing

document, and maneuvering between the Internet

browser and the word processing program

(standard 6).
•

The student will demonstrate an understanding of

the relationship between the practices and
perspectives of the French culture by comparing
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a French cafe to an American restaurant
(standards 4 and 9).

•

The student will use the target language for

personal enjoyment (standard 11).

Implementation
The French Cafe PowerPoint was posted to an Internet

server, and a link was provided from the teacher web page.

Students were taken to the school computer lab and guided
through the PowerPoint introduction. The teacher modeled

navigation techniques using an LCD projector while the
students navigated through the links on their individual

computers. The teacher also modeled minimizing and

reducing the sizes of windows, and methods for operating a
browser and a word processing program simultaneously. The
students were then provided with independent lab time to

complete the assignment while the teacher provided

individual assistance as needed (see Appendices A & C for
complete details of the assignment).
French Country Report: Web Page Basics

Overview

Student Ability Level: beginner
The French Country Report (see Appendices A & D)

requires students to use the Internet as a research tool.
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With a partner, each pair of students selects a different
French speaking country. The pair uses search engines and

links provided by the teacher to prepare a report about

the country. Students must include information about any

fifteen of the twenty items outlined by the teacher.
Through the examination of different countries, and

observing pictures of people, landmarks’ and landscapes,
students develop an understanding of the relationship

between the practices and perspectives of the cultures

I

studied (standard 4). Examining the country's economy,

government, religions and customs further helps students

to understand the viewpoints of its people (standards 4,

5, 7, 9 & 12). Using the Internet to find information

about foreign countries takes students outside of the
school setting to authentic, foreign web pages (standard
10). Through the production of a computer-based report,

students reinforce and further their knowledge of

disciplines such as computers, artistic design, and

journalistic layout, while studying French culture
(standard 6).

Specific Development
Foreign language instructors have used the French

Country Report for years. Its transformation into a web
page development project resulted from studies of the
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cognitivist learning theory, and the author's love for web

page design.
The author created this project using Netscape

Composer and Internet web building sites. The author
uploaded the background and the revolving globe from

angelfire.com. The author uploaded the waving flag
graphics from 3dflags.com and provided a hyperlink to this

web site at the bottom of the page. The author used the
Netscape Composer format menu to attach the background and
graphics to the page, and to select normal text and link

text colors and fonts.
The layout of these pages is based upon a series of

tables within tables. This provided more flexibility for

the arrangement of headings, graphics, pictures and
directions. The author used the Netscape Composer tool to
create four tables. The first table was centered at the

top of the page with one row and three columns spreading
across eighty percent of the page. The first and third
columns occupied 20 percent of the table width each. The
middle column occupied the remaining sixty percent of the
table width. The page title was centered in the large,

center cell. A copy of the revolving globe was inserted

into the two outside cells. The author included no cell or
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table borders so that the table is invisible when viewed

on the Internet.

The author typed a subheading in the center of the
page under the first table. Beneath this subheading,' the

author centered the second table with five rows and four

columns spreading across the entire page. In the top and
bottom rows, the author inserted the graphic of a flag
from a francophone country into each cell. In the second,
third and fourth rows, the author deleted the third cell,

and made the second cell two columns wide. The author

inserted a flag into the first and last cell in each of
these rows.
In the second row, the author typed the first two

directions. Under these directions, the author inserted
another table. Thus, the author had a table within a

table. The new table had one row and three columns. The

author used the Composer table menu to format a 3-pixel

borderline width to give it the look of navigation
buttons. Within each cell the author added a hyperlink to

a search engine, thus providing "scaffolding" for the less
confident Internet users. As the author conducted this
project with students, several of them provided the names

of additional search engines. They were added to the site
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by inserting another row to this interior table, and links
were provided to these search engines as well.

In the third row the author typed the next five
directions into the middle cell. Then the author typed the
heading for the list that appears in the fourth row. In

the next row the author again inserted a table within a

table. In the middle cell the author inserted a table
without borders, with one row and two columns. In this way

the author was able to list the items to be included in
the report in two columns. Beneath this table the author

provided a link to the second web page.
The author placed the fourth table at the bottom of

the page. This table contained one row and three columns.
Formatting a 3-pixel borderline again by using the
Composer table menu gave it the look of navigation

buttons, The insertion of links made it easier for the

students to navigate out of the site.
Finally, the author used the Netscape Composer

editing tools to type the directions onto the page, and to
customize the font styles and sizes. The author used the

Composer character tools to insert accents where
necessary.
The second web page was done in the same way. Only

the fourth row makes use of the table within a table
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approach. The author provided links from this page back to

the first page, and also to the PowerPoint tutorial on web
page design.

The author used Microsoft PowerPoint and Microsoft

Paint to create the Web Page Tutorial (see Appendices A &

G). The background and many of the graphics were selected
from the Microsoft PowerPoint menus. To create visuals of

the various screens showing drop down menus and tool bars
the author followed the same steps mentioned in the Cafe
PowerPoint Lesson. Once completed, the author saved the
PowerPoint Web Page Tutorial in the web page folder, and

linked to it from the Country Report web page.
Obj ectives
Students will demonstrate an understanding of

•

the relationship between the products and
perspectives of French culture by comparing the

standard of living and economy of the United

States with that of a francophone country
(Standards 5 &'8).

Students will demonstrate an understanding of

•

• the nature of culture through the comparison of

■

the general culture of the United States with
that of a francophone country (Standards 1, 8, &

9) •
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•

Students will reinforce and further their
knowledge of other disciplines through the
comparison of the climate and geography of the

United States with that of a francophone
country. They will also point out the affect

these differences have on the attire'and customs
of the target culture (Standards 1, 6, & 8).

•

Students will demonstrate an understanding of

the relationship between the practices and
perspectives of the target culture by

recognizing several distinctive symbols from a

francophone country including the flag, national
crest, national monuments or national anthem and
discussing their significance to the target

people (Standards 1, 4, 7, & 9) .

•

Students will acquire information and

demonstrate that language is not the only factor

that distinguishes one country from another,

further demonstrating that they recognize the
distinctive viewpoints that are only available
through foreign cultures (Standards 1, 4, 7, &

9) .
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Students will reinforce and further their

knowledge of other disciplines by typing a
report using a word processing program, and by
creating a web page report of a francophone

country (Standards 3, 6, & .12) .

•

Students will use the target language beyond the

school setting by using search engines and the

Internet to obtain information about a

francophone country (Standards 6, 10, & 12).
Implementation
At the beginning of the first phase of this project,
students were taken to the school computer lab and guided

through the project criteria that were posted to the
Teacher Web Site. The teacher also demonstrated the use of

search engines and various methods for limiting searches

(see Appendix H: Internet Research Tips). The students
were then provided with the remainder of the hour, and an

additional hour during the next class period, to gather

the information they needed for their report. The first
due date was one week after the project was assigned so

that students could continue working independently as

needed. At the end of this time, each pair turned in a
printout of their report typed in a word processing

program, and a copy saved on a computer disk.
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Once the instructor had reviewed all of the first
phase reports, the students returned to the computer lab

where the teacher returned the computer disks and the

printouts with any corrections necessary to the students.
At the beginning of the second phase, the teacher guided

the students through the web page PowerPoint tutorial.
This tutorial presentation was posted to the Teacher Web
Site so that students could refer to it as needed while

completing their web pages. After making all of the
necessary corrections to their word processing reports,

the students were assisted in transforming them into web
pages. They were provided with the remainder of the hour

and an additional hour during the next class period to
complete their web pages. They were required to format the
background, insert a picture, and create targets, links

and hyperlinks. The finished pages were turned in to the
teacher on a computer disk. She posted the country report

web pages to the server after evaluating them for a grade.
For the final phase, upon reading the online student

reports, the teacher made a short list of questions. She
then used the net TV in the classroom to show the students
that all completed web sites had been posted. Students

were given one week to use their home computer, or the

school computer lab during lab hours, to read several of
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their classmates' reports. They were also required to
answer any ten of the teacher's questions correctly. They

received one point for each correct answer, and received

extra credit for any correct answers beyond the minimum
(The teacher chose to use an online quiz tool for this
assignment so that students could submit their responses

electronically. Other instructors may choose to send home
a worksheet).
ePALS: Authentic Internet
Based Communication

Overview
Student Ability Level: intermediate
The ePALS Project (see Appendices A & E) encourages
students to make the acquaintance of a French teenager

using email and the Internet (standard 10). Through this
project, students have the opportunity to learn what life

is like for a young French person (standards 3, 4, 5, 7,
9, 10, 11), and to engage in authentic communication using
French (standards 1, 2). The project also provides the

opportunity for American students to help a French person

express himself in English (standard 8).
Specific Development
The ePALS Project was created to motivate students to

write to French speaking pen pals using email. The
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creation of the project began when the author joined ePALS
at http://www.epals.com, an online service that connects

teachers and their students through monitored email
accounts.
First the author established a "class profile." The

author described the location of the school, the age level
of each class, and specified an interest in taking turns
corresponding in French and in English with students of
similar age groups in francophone countries. Although the

profile was updated periodically, the author received no
response to this listing.
Next the author used the "find classrooms" directory

to locate a partner class. Initially, the author requested

any class in any country where French was spoken. The only
limitation was that the students should be in grades 9
through 11. The ePALS directory found 2,277 matches. The
author decided to narrow the search by specifying classes

in France only. This narrowed the selection to two

classes. By expanding the search to include eighth graders
as well, the directory located 610 matches.
The contact link provided by ePALS was used to

initiate correspondence with several teachers of English
in France. For several months, none of these teachers
replied. Finally, after again initiating contact with
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about a dozen more teachers, three of them responded.
Because the American high school teacher had four times as

many students as the teachers of similar age groups in

France, the author selected four of the seven American
high school classes to participate in the project with the

students of the three teachers from France.
The author used the ePALS site to establish monitored

accounts for three French II classes, and one French III

class. Because ePALS is set up for maximum class sizes of
twenty-five students, and the California class size

average is thirty-five, it was necessary to join ePALS

with eight different names. The author used Marsolaisl,
Marsolais2, et cetera. Once these accounts were

established, the author provided each student with an

email address and a password, and explained the directions
for the first ePAL letter. Then the American teacher

distributed the names and email addresses of the French

ePALS.
The author created the assignments using Netscape
Composer and Internet web building sites so that they

would be accessible to all students using the Internet,

including the partner schools in France. The author used
backgrounds provided in the Microsoft Word Program, and
uploaded the graphics from various Internet web sites. The
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methods for creating these web pages were the same as

those used for the Teacher Web Pages and the French
Country Report.

For the initial "ice-breaker" assignments presented

here, the author selected topics which had already been
studied by all students. In this way, all participants

would be familiar with the vocabulary and expressions
necessary to express their ideas and feelings about the

selected topic, thus lowering the "affective filter"

discussed by Krashen (1988). Further, the notebook section

of the Teacher Web Page provided links to these notes if
students needed to review them.

Obj ectives
•

Students will use the target language to engage
in written conversation with a student close to

their age from a French speaking country by
sending email through the ePALS project
(standards 1 & 8).

•

Students will use the target language to provide

and obtain information about selected topics in

written conversation with a native French
speaker by sending letters through the ePALS

project (standards 1 & 7).
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•

Students will use the target language to express

feelings and emotions, and exchange opinions
with a native French speaker by sending email

through the ePALS project (standard 1 & 7).

•

Students will use the target language to present

and understand written conversation .on a variety
of topics as demonstrated by letters sent

through the ePALS project (standards 2 & 3).

•

Students will also deepen their understanding of

French culture and perspectives as demonstrated
through letters sent as part of the ePALS

project, and as demonstrated through

participation in class discussions of the
letters received by French ePALS (standards 4
through 12).

•

The students will show evidence of becoming

life-long learners and using the target language

for personal enjoyment by continuing to
correspond with their ePALS after the project

requirements have been satisfied (standard 11).
Implementation

At the beginning of the first phase of this project,
the teacher sent home a permission slip that was to be
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signed by the parent or guardian of each student. This

verified that the student had permission to communicate
with a French teenager through the monitored email of the
ePAL.com web site.
Next, the author accompanied the class to the school
computer lab where the author guided them through the

ePALS registration process. Each student was assigned an

email pen pal, or "ePAL." Then the author provided the
students with the subject of the first letter: Who are

you?
Students gave the answers to these questions in their

first letter, and in turn, asked them of their ePALS.

•

What is your name?

•

How old are you?

•

Where do you live?

•

What is the name of your school?

•

Which classes are you taking, and which ones are
your favorite classes.

•

Which days do you go to school?

•

What time do your classes begin and end?

•

What do you need to buy to go to school?

Each month the author provided a new set of questions

for the next assigned letter. The author presented these
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questions on a web page so that students could access them

from an on-line computer.
Students wrote their ePALS at least one time per
month, and showed this letter to the teacher. When the
ePAL responded, the student showed this letter to the

teacher, and summarized the contents orally to demonstrate
comprehension. Specific topics continued to be assigned.

Some students wrote additional letters independently as

they became acquainted with their ePALS.
A Virtual Reality Trip to Paris:
The Ultimate Web Quest

Overview
Student Ability Level: advanced-intermediate
This is the largest project included in this thesis.

It consists of a series of web page projects and
PowerPoint tutorials combined into one travel unit.

Conducting the entire project with students takes at least
six weeks. As discussed in Chapter Five, it is recommended
that this project be broken up throughout a longer period

of time. Throughout this project, students address all of

the French content standards (see Appendix I).

Content Outline:
I.

Project Overview
•

the "Virtually Real" situation
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II.

•

content expectations

•

grading criteria

The Game

•

.

students review the:grammar necessary for

comprehensible communication through a series of

interactive tutorials presented through

PowerPoint slides posted.on the Internet.
III. Hotel Selection

IV.

V.

•

location and price

•

conveniences and amenities

•

season and weather for trip

•

directions from the nearest airport

•

directions to the nearest train station

3 Monuments •

directions from hotel using the metro

•

description of appearance

•

description of historical importance

Museum and 2 exhibits

•

directions from the hotel using the metro

•

description of appearance

•

description of three exhibits

•

physical description
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.

The author created the foundation for this project

using Netscape Composer and Internet web building sites as
described in the Teacher Web Page, French Country Report,

and ePALS projects above. The author uploaded the
backgrounds and the animations from various online
sources. See the References for a complete list of these

sites. The author used the Netscape Composer format menu
to attach the background and graphics to the page, and to

select normal text and link text colors and fonts. The
author used the Composer character tools option to add
necessary accents and the table tool to organize the page

layouts. The author made use of scaffolding techniques to
assist the students by building links to helpful web sites

and search engines into each page.
The author used Microsoft PowerPoint and Microsoft
Paint to create many of the tutorials and language

reviews. The methods for their completion were the same as
those outlined previously in the description of the French
Cafe PowerPoint and the Web Page Tutorial lessons. The

author selected the backgrounds and many of the graphics

from the Microsoft PowerPoint menus. The author also

uploaded several pictures from the paris.org web pages and
referred to these sources by inserting hyperlinks to the
French site using the PowerPoint slide show drop down
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menu. Once completed, the author saved the Virtual Reality

Trip to Paris and all of its components in the web page

folder, and linked to it from the Teacher Web Page.
Obj ectives

After completing this project, the students will have
engaged in all twelve of the National French Content

Standards (see Appendix I). In addition, students will be
able to :

A:

B:

use the Internet to locate
•

French travel information

•

French maps

•

hotels

•

French monuments

•

French museums

•

Weather

give directions
•

to travel using the metro

•

to get from one location to another

•

to select a hotel using hotel guide symbols

•

to transfer temperatures from centigrade to
Fahrenheit

C:

describe
•

the appearance and quality of a hotel
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D:

•

the appearance of a monument

e

the history of a monument

•

the appearance of a museum

•

the history of a museum

•

the importance of a museum exhibit or an artist

Journal a travel experience using a variety of tenses

and structures, including
•

present

•

futur proche

•

passe compose

•

imparfait

•

prepositions

•

adjectives

•

content specific vocabulary

■

Implementation
This entire project was conducted in the target
language. The teacher accompanied the students to the
school computer lab for the first week to guide the

students through the opening phases of the project (the
review game and the hotel research). Students were

responsible for completing the first section of the
project (hotel selection) and submitting it to the teacher
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in a printout of a word processing document one week

later.
After reading and grading the first phase

assignments, the teacher again accompanied the- students to

the computer lab to initiate the second, and later the
third, phases of the project (the monument and museum
research). Again, another two hours of lab time was
provided during class for each phase, and one week was

provided outside of class between the two phases for

independent research. Students again submitted each
section to the teacher in a printout of a word processing

document. After reading and grading the second and third
phase assignments, the teacher provided another week in

the lab during class to guide the students through the web
page production portion of the project.
The students used an Internet browser to view the

project and to access information. They used Microsoft

Word for their Travel Journal. They created a group
presentation using either PowerPoint or a web page

creation program. The author selected these programs
because they are readily accessible to the target group in

the high school lab. All projects were posted to the
instructor's web site. In this way, groups were able to do

class presentations without wasting time downloading files
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onto the classroom computer. Each group presented a
summary of their project to the class in the target
language.

For the final phase, the teacher used the net TV in

the classroom to show the students that all completed web
sites had been posted to the Internet. Students were given
one week to use their home computer, or the school
computer lab during lab hours, to read several of their

classmates electronic travel journals. They’were then

required to submit an essay written in the target language
that described their favorite web site, and the Parisian

vacation plan they preferred, providing justification for

their opinions.
Summary
To enhance foreign language instruction, the author

decided to implement computer-based Internet projects into

the school curriculum. The author used simple techniques
requiring moderate expertise in the usage of several

Microsoft programs such as Word, PowerPoint, Paint, and

the web page composer programs Netscape Composer and Front
Page. The author also made use of several online
web-building sites.
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The author used the Internet to find authentic French

web sites that complement classroom lessons, and to
further research concepts being taught in class. Lessons
were created that guide students through the exploration
of these authentic sites. Rather than replacing teaching
strategies and lessons that the author used successfully

for fifteen years, the author embellished these lessons
with computer-based components.
Until recently, students studying French in this

Southern California high school rarely had the opportunity
to make use of the language outside of the classroom. They

may have encountered a French traveler, or perhaps one of

the very few immigrants from France living in the region,
but these opportunities did not occur very often. The

computer-based projects presented in this thesis provide

every student with the opportunity to experience French
culture and use the French language outside of the
classroom through "Virtual Reality" travel, and authentic

communication with native speakers using the Internet and

the World Wide Web. According to the theorists discussed
in Chapter Two, such authentic experiences enhance one's
understanding of foreign cultures, as well as one's

foreign language proficiency.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction

After creating these projects and posting them to the
Teacher Web Site, the author used them with several

classes to determine the actual effectiveness of each
project. Evidence was examined to determine each project's

ability to meet its objectives; The author also looked for
indications that the projects enhanced French proficiency

levels. The following chapter describes the results of
these trial runs.
Presentation and Discussion
of Initial Projects
Teacher Web Site
During parent phone calls, parent conferences, Back

to School Night and Open House throughout the 2001-2002

school year, the instructor noticed many parents
mentioning that they had made use of the web site at least
once. These parents provided very positive feedback

regarding its usefulness, and they also indicated that
they encouraged their children to use the web site. The

frequency of emails received from parents has increased
since the link was provided on the Teacher Web Site. This
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implies that the Teacher Web Site led to an improvement in
parent-teacher communication. Before this link was

provided, the author received an approximate average of
six parent emails per year. By the end of the 2002 school
year the author had received an average of 18 parent

emails per month. Fewer and fewer parents are using the

telephone as they always receive voice mail when calling
during school hours. Very frequently the teacher's return

call is another message on a home answering machine. With
email, the parents and teacher can communicate at anytime,
and receive messages at anytime as well. Feedback from
parents has indicated that those working outside of the
home especially appreciate this form of communication.

As part of an assignment at the end of the first
month of school, students responded to questions regarding

Teacher Web Site usage. Ninety-seven (48%) of the 202

students who completed the assignment had visited the site
outside of class at least once. The same assignment was

given one month before the end of the school year. This
time, 186 (92%) of the students had visited the Teacher
Web Site at least once. One hundred and fifty-eight (78%)

of the students had visited the site more than once. One
hundred twenty-five students (62%) visited the site at
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least once a month. Only twenty-eight students indicated

that they visited the site weekly.
The second assignment also queried the students

regarding the site's usefulness. One hundred forty-one
(70%) of the students used the Teacher Web Site to obtain
assignments, and one hundred thirteen (56%) of the student
used it to copy notes. One hundred seventy-four (86%) of

the students used the web site to copy vocabulary lists.
Only 44 (22%) of the students had tried any of the

hyperlinks to other French sites. The final assignment
also provided an opportunity for students to offer
criticism of the web site. These comments will be included

in Chapter Five.
Feedback from these classroom assignments indicated

that web site usage increased during the school year.

Further observations revealed that encouraging the
non-users to try navigating the site with the teacher

after class, during break or during class had increased

the number of those utilizing it. Initially, they required
teacher guidance to navigate to the assignment or section

of notes that they needed. However, once they became more
familiar with the site, they began to use it more

regularly. Overall, parents and students found the site
'

very useful.
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The French Cafe: An Introduction to the Internet
Two groups of students completed The French Cafe

Internet Project. The first group consisted of three
sections of first year French students (approximately 105

students) . These students were primarily 9th and 10th
graders, but there were nine 11th graders and two 12th
graders. Eighty percent of these students were college

bound. The majority of this group typically completed

class assignments in a timely manner throughout the school
year.

The second group consisted of one section of
Introduction to Foreign Language students. These students
were primarily 10th and 11th grade students, with eleven 9th

graders and eight 12th grade students. This class

consisted primarily of "at risk" students, approximately

half of whom were identified with some type of learning
disability. Many had already failed a first year foreign

language course and were using this introductory course to

make up these credits. The majority of this group
typically did not complete class assignments throughout

the school year unless monitored regularly by the teacher.
The first group completed the assignment very
quickly. There were a few students who completed the
assignment before most of the other students, and then
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assisted others with navigation and word processing
commands. The author watched the reactions of the students

as they completed the project. The animation helped to
engage them in the activity, and the links' helped them to

successfully access the correct Internet sites. Seven
students used pens or pencils and paper to write their

responses, and later typed them into the word document.
Some students needed assistance with the PowerPoint

commands. If they clicked too quickly, they needed help

returning to previous slides. However, once the instructor
or a fellow student assisted them, they continued without
delay. Most students worked successfully with three
windows open: a browser, a word processing document, and
the PowerPoint presentation.
The second group also completed this assignment very

quickly, with very little monitoring by the teacher. They
were engaged very effectively by the animations. They were
more confident clicking on links provided by the French
cafe site than the first group of students. While the

first group searched for the required responses, the
second group investigated the interlinked French site with

more curiosity. They did, however, need added

encouragement to complete the required questions. Only two
students used paper and pen or pencil before typing
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responses into the word processing program. This project
provided one of the most productive lessons of the school

year for this "at risk" group of students.

Conversation about French and American culture that
resulted from this project demonstrated an increased
understanding of cultural relativity in both groups.

Students not only pointed out many differences between
French cafes and American restaurants, but they also

remarked the differences in attitudes brought about by
these differences. Finally, both groups discussed some of

the resulting differences in social standards- and
communication expectations.

French Country Report: Web Page Basics
The French Country Report Project was completed by

one group of students consisting of three sections of

first year French students (approximately 105 students).

These students were primarily 9th and 10th graders, but
there were ten 11th graders and two 12th graders. Eighty
percent of these students were college bound.

The research phase of this project went very

smoothly. Most students made use of the search engines

provided by the teacher, while a few used their own
favorites. The students with very little computer skills

were paired with those more experienced with computers.
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Most questions were resolved through this partnership.

Students who did not bring computer disks were set up with
a Hotmail email account, and emailed their documents to

their home computers. Ninety-three percent of the students

completed this portion of the project successfully. Many
of them admitted spending more time perfecting their
project because they realized that it would be posted for

everyone to see on the Internet.
For the web page design phase, students needed a
great deal more assistance. The teacher demonstrated the

basic procedures of web page design using the PowerPoint

tutorial, and then modeled the web page building basics.

Students were provided with about an hour of free lab time
to complete this project. Only about twelve of the

students completed the project during that time.
Fortunately, an additional hour of computer lab time was
available during the following class. By the end of this

time, only 40 students had completed their web pages, but

the library lab would not be available again for another
month. The remaining students took their disks home to
complete the project. A few came to the classroom during

lunch or break to work on the classroom computer with

instructor assistance. By the end of the week, only 70 of

the 103 students had completed the project.
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Once the completed student web pages were posted to

the Internet and linked to the Teacher Web Page,

ninety-eight percent of the students successfully
completed the post-questionnaire. This is a greater
percentage than the 80-85% of the students who turn in
daily assignments from the textbook and workbook. Students

expressed enthusiasm at seeing their projects posted to

the Internet, and at comparing them with the quality and
creativity of their classmates' projects. Further,
classroom discussions contrasting each country with the
United States demonstrated that the project resulted in

increased student understanding of culture and geography.
Finally, students commented that creating their own web
page with links and hyperlinks helped them to understand
Internet navigation.

ePALS: Authentic Internet Based Communication
The French ePALS Project was completed by one group

of students consisting of three sections of second year
French students (approximately 95 students). These
students were primarily 10th and 11th graders, but there

were a few 12th graders. Ninety percent of these students
were college bound.

Several days before beginning this project, students
were provided with information regarding the ePALS.com
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Internet site. A letter was sent home with each student

for the parent, explaining the supervised nature of the
site. Each student was required to return this letter
signed by the parent designating approval to participate

in the project. Students without parental approval would

be provided an alternate assignment. All students returned
this letter signed with parent approval.

When the parent letters were signed and returned to

the teacher, students received an outline of the contents
for the first ePAL letter. They had one week to compose

this introductory letter. They were then required to turn

their final draft in to the teacher who would verify
comprehensibility, and make any corrections necessary.
Minor errors in grammar, spelling and punctuation were
ignored. Only errors that would interfere with

comprehension were corrected. After this initial letter,

students would be free to compose their letters and send
them on their own. The teacher would be available for
proofreading upon request. The web site safeguards put all

emails sent by students into a teacher file. Once the
teacher gives each email final approval, the emails are

sent.
On the first day of the project, the teacher

accompanied the students to the library lab and guided
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them through the registration procedures on the ePALS.com

web site. Each student was assigned an ePAL which had been
pre-arranged between the American and French teacher.

Students were then provided with lab time to .type and send
their letter. Over half of the students received responses

within the first week. All of the students received at
least one letter from their ePAL by the end of the first
month.
The students were very enthusiastic about this

project. All of them wanted their first letters proofread
by the teacher before sending them. Once they received
letters from their ePALS and began noticing errors in the

English, they became much more confident at sending
letters in French independently. The project is continuing

upon the printing of this thesis.
While analysis is ongoing, the initial results have

shown that students are very enthusiastic about writing in
French to their ePALS. Further, the students have

demonstrated an increase in their communication and French
coping skills as is indicated by their desire to discuss

topics initiated by their ePALS. Rather than limiting
themselves to objectives that would be addressed on a quiz

or examination, they use the dictionary and approach the
teacher during break or lunch to learn new expressions
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that will help them to communicate with their ePALS. The
project has become an activity for personal enjoyment for

many of the students.

A Virtual Reality Trip to Paris: The Ultimate Web
Quest
One class of 19 French III students were assigned the

Virtual Reality Trip to Paris. While each student had

previously received instruction in the pre-requisite
French curriculum, the ability of students to handle such
material varied. Approximately 60% of the students had

previously demonstrated 80% or higher comprehension and

proficiency skills with the required vocabulary and
grammatical structures. This assessment was based on prior

written tests and essays, listening comprehension and

speaking proficiency activities, and completion exercises.

Approximately 20% of these students had previously
demonstrated 69% or lower comprehension and proficiency

skills. The remaining students demonstrated proficiency
levels between 70% and 79%.
In spite of these successful achievement levels using

traditional assessment methods, only approximately 20% of
these students demonstrated the Associative Stage of

proficiency through their writing and oral communication.
In the Associative Stage, students detect their errors and
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use more complicated structures. Approximately 80% of the
students remained at the Cognitive Stage, using short

phrases that follow basic grammatical structures.
All of the students had some previous experience

using the Internet and PowerPoint presentations. Two
students had experience making web pages.

On the first day of the project, the teacher

accompanied the students to the school computer lab. The
teacher demonstrated navigation from the Teacher Web Site

link to the project flow chart, and then to the first page

of the project using an LCD projector. The students
navigated along with the teacher on their individual lab

computers. After the first day of working with the
web-based project, the teacher discussed it with the
students in small groups to obtain feedback and comments

for possible improvement. Throughout the project, the
instructor continued to monitor the students' attitudes

and levels of engagement, frustration and enthusiasm. Upon
completion of their individual projects, the students were

required to fill out a multiple-choice questionnaire. This
assignment included nine Likert scale statements with

responses ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly

disagree." The questionnaire ended with five short answer
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questions. The assignment included the following
questions:

Navigation
1.

The project was well organized.

2.

It was easy to navigate.

Graphic Design
3.

The page layout was interesting.

4.

The page layout was appealing.

5.

The graphics were clear.

6.

The text was readable.

7.

The color scheme was appealing.

Content
8.

The content was clear and understandable.

9.

The topics met the stated objectives.

Quality

10.

Did you find any dead or broken links? If so,
which ones?

11.

The time required to load each page was too

slow/acceptable/fast?

12.

Was the project interesting?

13.

What did you like about the project?

14.

What would you change about the project to

improve it?
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The overall rating of the project was excellent.

General comments were that the design was very appealing,
easy to use, well organized, and had a nice layout. The
students liked the Internet links provided, the

organization of the directions, and the links to French
notes that assisted them with their French expression.

As the students progressed through the phases of this

project, the teacher noticed improvement in their

communication skills. Writing was evaluated based on four
criteria:

•

Comprehensibility - the communication can be
understood in spite of errors.

•

Completeness - the student elaborates and

expresses ideas freely, discussing completely
all topics required.

•

Correctness - the student uses correct spelling,

grammar, and usage of French language.
•

Risk Taking - the student makes an attempt at

using more complex grammatical structures, and
to discuss the topics in- great detail.

By the time the students reached the final phase of the

project, the quality of their communication had increased
in all of these areas. Approximately 80% of the students
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had attained the Associative Stage of fluency discussed in
Chapter Two, while only about 20% remained in the

Cognitive Stage. All students demonstrated improvement in

their language proficiency skills.
Summary
The initial assessment of these projects demonstrated

evidence of each one's ability to meet its objectives.

Conversations with parents and students, observations of
student groups, and feedback from student participants

revealed reactions, frustrations, levels of engagement and
enthusiasm. To determine actual effectiveness in
increasing student learning, the extent to which each
project enhanced French proficiency levels and increased

cultural awareness was also examined. While this chapter

provides the results of these preliminary trials as they
relate to increased learning and language proficiency,
Chapter Five will discuss their ramifications. Further,

specific recommendations will be made to improve each
project's effectiveness.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
Frequently, students learn specific vocabulary for a

quiz, but several units later are incapable of recalling
this information and adding it to a new conversation. The

implementation of these five computer-based projects
encouraged students to continuously recycle the

-

information they had previously learned as they acquired
new language skills. Further, by using these skills within

the environment of authentic, French Internet sites, the
students learned the coping skills necessary to

communicate with native speakers. Finally, the students
developed the skills necessary to adapt, generalize and

invent communication through the integration of everything
they had previously learned within an authentic French
cultural environment. An evaluation of the initial trials

described in Chapter Four leads to several conclusions and

recommendations for successful implementation of
computer-based Internet projects, and a final analysis of
their ability to enhance foreign language learning.
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Teacher Web Site
Most students use the Teacher Web Site regularly.

While a smaller number of the parents visited this
Internet site during the trial period, it received
overwhelmingly positive feedback from those that did.

Students and parents found that it was an effective method
to access information.
Conclusions
1

The Teacher Web Site is an effective method for

providing parents with course specific
information.

2

The email link encourages more frequent

parent-teacher contacts, especially with parents
employed outside of the home.

3

The site is beneficial to students as a study

and an organizational resource. Students found

it useful for verifying their class notes, and
accessing accurate vocabulary lists.
4

The site helps students keep current of

assignments when they are absent. It also helps
parents keep track of their child's progress in

the course.
5

The hyperlinks provided on the site encourage a

few students to use their French outside of
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class, and thus to increase their language

proficiency.

Recommendations

Several developments and changes have already
occurred due to recommendations received during the
implementation of this project.

1

Upon the recommendation of the parents, a
French/English glossary of frequently used terms
has been provided at the beginning of each

assignment page. These pages remain written in
French to encourage the students to use the

target language as often as possible.
2

Upon the recommendation of an instructor in the
Instructional Technology Department at

California State University, San Bernardino, the

format of the teacher site was modified. The
initial format of one long page requiring a

great deal of scrolling was changed into

multiple short pages, all interlinked.

3

Upon the recommendation of a colleague and
feedback from students, tables were added to the

web site in order to better organize the visual
presentation of the site. These tables assist in

site navigation by helping to organize
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assignments by date. They also eliminate the
need for excessive scrolling by presenting

content such as vocabulary in columns.

4

Many students expressed.frustration with slow

upload times (the time one must wait before a
web page appears on the computer screen) due to

the graphics and music files. It is recommended
that web visitors be provided with the option of
a multi-media free page. An introductory page

should be created from which the Internet
visitor can select between one link that opens

the current page, and a second link that opens a
graphic-free quick upload version.
5

The music which accompanies the home page should

be removed from the background, and instead

linked to a graphic or button. In this way the
Internet visitors have the option of clicking
this link if they wish to hear the musical

selection, or moving on if they do not wish to
wait for the file to upload onto their

computers.

6

Due to the low number of students making use of

the hyperlinks to other French web sites, it is
recommended that additional scavenger hunt
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activities be created. Students would be
required to visit each site where they would

find the solutions to a list of questions
provided by the instructor. This modification
would provide students with an initial exposure
to this site, which could encourage them to

explore such sites on their own. These
activities could be done throughout the school
year.

After conducting the. scavenger hunt, a survey

7

should be completed in order to determine its
effectiveness in increasing student motivation
to use the Teacher Web Site as a link to

'

authentic French sites.

The French Cafe
The French Cafe project guided students through basic
concepts of the Internet and web page browsing within an

authentic French environment.

Conclusions

1

The French Cafe project was very engaging and

highly motivating, especially for "high risk"

students.
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2

The project encouraged conversation about French
and American culture, which demonstrated an
increased understanding of cultural relativity.

3

Students remarked the differences in attitudes

brought about by cultural relativity. .

4

Students recognized differences in social
standards and communication expectations.

5

Students demonstrated the ability to access the

Internet, and used basic word processing skills

to express their ideas about cultural

relativity.
Recommendations
The first version of this project presented several

objectives on each PowerPoint slide. Upon the

recommendation of the students, the following changes were
made resulting in the final version submitted here.

1

The author divided the objectives onto

individual slides in order to help the students

focus on one concept at a time, and facilitate
their completing each task before beginning the

next.
2

The author extended the tutorial on Internet

based terminology in order to provide more
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reinforcement for students less familiar with
computer technology and Internet navigation.
3

It is further recommended that an additional

PowerPoint tutorial be provided for students
needing assistance with word processing.

The French Country Report
The French Country Report web page project broadened

student knowledge of foreign cultures while deepening
their understanding of web page functions.
Conclusions
1.

The French Internet resources provided authentic

environments in which students increased their

understanding of a wide variety of francophone
cultures.

2.

Conversations contrasting the United States with

foreign countries demonstrated an increased

awareness of cultural relativity.
3.

The web page based project presentation

increased student engagement.
4.

Online student research increased student
computer and Internet browsing skills.

5.

The web page based student presentations

increased attention to details and accuracy, as
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well as student motivation to produce higher

quality work.
6.

The web page based student presentations

increased student knowledge of web page

navigation functions such as links and

hyperlinks.
Recommendations
The first version of this project provided fifteen

facts to be included in each student's report. It did not
provide a web page tutorial. Upon the recommendations of
the students:

1

The author provided twenty facts for the

students, requiring that each report include any

fifteen. This will help to accommodate for the
variety of information that may or may not be

available for each country on the Internet.
2

The author created the PowerPoint web page

tutorial that appears in the final project

presented here.
It is further recommended that:

3

Additional lab time should be scheduled for the

final web page construction phase of the
project. Most students did not finish within the
allotted time and needed additional assistance
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from the instructor with this final phase.
Working independently at home led to added

frustrations, which in turn resulted in the

failure of many students to complete the
project. More lab time with the instructor would

benefit all of the students.

4

An extension activity should be added for the
students who are more experienced with computers

and finish quickly. This activity could require

the integration of more advanced web page design
with more extensive cultural elements.

ePALS
The ePALS Authentic Internet Communication project

also demonstrated enthusiastic responses.
Conclusions

1

The ePALS project encouraged a great deal of

student enthusiasm about writing in French.

2

Students demonstrated an increase in their

communication and French coping skills as is

indicated by their desire to discuss topics
initiated by their ePALS.

3

The project became an activity for personal
enjoyment for many of the students as indicated
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by the increased amount of time they spent

communicating in French outside of class.

Recommendations
The ePALS project is the most recent addition to this
master's thesis. Feedback has not yet been received for

improvement. However, a recommendation to teachers wishing
to utilize this project is to allow plenty of time to find
a teacher in another country and plan the correspondence

between students. In spite of the fact that the author had
intended to initiate this project at the beginning of the

2001-2002 school year, the author was unable to form a
partnership with a teacher in France until the second
semester.

Virtual Reality Trip to Paris
The assessment of French fluency and cultural
understanding through the development of student web pages

led to the following outcomes.
Conclusions
1.

This web quest was very engaging to the

students.

2.

The project encouraged the improvement of French

communication skills.
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3.

All students participating in the project

increased their French proficiency level.

4.

All students participating in the project

increased their awareness of France and French
culture.
5.

'

All students participating in the project
increased their computer and Internet browsing
skills.

6.

In deepening their knowledge of French culture,

the project also deepened each student's ability
to communicate with people in an environment

different from their own.
Recommendations
1

Students suggested that another support page be
added with assistance on web page design. As a

result, the author developed the Web Page
Tutorial unit that is included in the French
Country Report. A link was provided to that

tutorial in this project as well.
2

Students also requested more tutorials added to

assist them with completion of the written
journal. This will be the next project.

3

It is recommended that the instructor schedule
at least a week of lab time beyond the time
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needed to complete the project. Unpredictable

computer problems seemed to plague the first

trial of the Virtual Reality trip to Paris.
During one of the days reserved to work in the

lab, the county shut down the server for

upgrades so the students were unable to access

the Internet. The district server crashed
several times during the next few visits to the

lab as well. At the end of another day, the high
school experienced a "rolling blackout" due to

California's energy crisis. This caused the

district server to go down. On yet another day,
a fire drill forced the class to evacuate the

lab. Because of overcrowding at the high school,
the class was unable to reschedule this time.

4

Students need to be prepared with at least five

computer disks each lab day. Because of the

"deep freeze" program on the lab computers, any
new information is deleted each time the

computers are shut down, and they are
reconfigured to their original format when they

are restarted. Therefore, even if students had

saved their work in a computer file, all student
files are deleted when the computers restart.

10 6

During the first implementation of this project,

many students saved work in a computer file

until the end of the class period when they
moved everything to a disk. When we experienced

the "rolling blackouts," students lost a great
deal of work. Students learned to save their
work to disks very frequently.
5

It is recommended that students have several

methods for saving work. When this project was

initiated, students were encouraged to email

their work and attachments to themselves and to
the instructor at the end of each period, as
well as to save it to a disk. Each student was

set up with a Hotmail.com email account.
Unfortunately, Hotmail did not enable them to

send attachments large enough to include
pictures, backgrounds and web pages.

6

It was recommended to break the project down
into sections so that the students complete each

phase and submit it to the teacher before moving
on to the next phase. This recommendation was

followed for the second group of students

completing the project, which made it much more
manageable to the students.
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7

It is recommended that students be encouraged to

save the web address for each background,
picture and graphic used. Students do not need

to save them to the disk until the end of the

project. Such graphic files take up a great deal
of computer memory and make it difficult for

students to save their work on a single disk.

Summary

-

"Enhancing Foreign Language Learning Through the

Integration of Computer Technology" was developed to
assist and encourage foreign language teachers to guide
their students toward autonomous proficiency through the

implementation of computer technology and the Internet
into classroom instruction. This thesis demonstrates how
such a partnership between teacher and computer technology

enhances the student's foreign language proficiency and
cultural awareness. A variety of theoretical foundations,

including sociocultural, environmental and cognitive
learning theories, support the ideas presented here. These
philosophies emphasize the importance of interpersonal

interactions, group activities, cultural

contextualization, and student centered activity based
learning. Computers and the Internet provide opportunities
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for students to engage in all of these activities within
highly motivating, authentic French environments.
The integration of technology into foreign language

curriculum has not greatly changed the author's philosophy

of teaching, or her role as an instructor. Teachers have

been implementing the self-directed objectives emphasized
by the cognitive learning theorists for some time now.

Active learning strategies geared toward creating life

long learners are already an active part of current trends

in foreign language instruction.
The sample projects presented in this thesis

demonstrate that the integration of computer-based
Internet activities support traditional theories while

providing a fresh perspective. Each project integrates the
foreign language content standards. While they are all

ready to be used with students, they should also serve as
models to other teachers of how to create computer and
Internet based projects that enhance foreign language

learning.

Teachers should not feel threatened by the increased
usage of computer technology in instruction. The rise of

technology-based lessons is a wonderful supplement to the

many strategies already used in the classroom. It is not a
replacement for these strategies, nor a replacement for
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the teachers. It is an enhancement of current foreign

language instructional methods. As educational technology
continues to develop, we will have more opportunities to
motivate our students to reach higher levels of learning,

more advanced levels of second language proficiency, and
deeper cultural awareness.
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APPENDIX A
PRESENTATION OF THE
INTERACTIVE PROJECTS
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TEACHER WEB SITE
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Project Overview:
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Proj ect linked to http://www.paris.org
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APPENDIX D

FRENCH COUNTRY REPORT - WEB
PAGE DESIGN BASICS
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-

. .'. .3", ' Type your report in.o iwrd processing, document, • ?
double spaced, font size .12,,

.'

<■

'..

'

• ,4., Include'V list o.f your.references:.’Include the url;of

-.
-- each wreb,,site .from -whlej* you obtain ,information?'
'•
"
/
.5. Include the web site from whicfi you. copy each picture.
k* . • or graphic: Type, the url under the* picture.. •
& Saxeyour report ona computer disk, .
7. Turn ifi a'printout of your report,-and the disk.

erianii .

v

*

■' . ". • in your report. •'•.." : , : ■

location

•

/

_ ’• main religions
.
'
■' -mostly unfcian or rural? •

.area’
/
name of’the capital *

■

independence'/

v- J
Louisiana. U.y.A.

'

•

, governmcnt/leader
<

languages-spoken/ '
climate . -/ -/
geographic' sites' '
literacy, rate,

. .

t ,
’ -

.

.,

•*

ethnicities of citizens

population ?•‘

•' Algeria'

,,

; Include at least 15 of the items.

; :': •..'

_

, ••
‘

annual, per capita income
' Hog \
/’•■’ '*

'

„ map ‘
\
national symbol

•‘

1' picture of people •
2-pictures/of country
/ national.anthem .

„

,
1

•

Go on'to'Part 2

M

III
, • inariK you w,3dllatre.coo> tor thest? flags.- .
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T’’Fbitfx-ji.4
Refoed " ' Home'"; "S^ch "• Netscape"/" Ptu^
. ~^.Loc<3fert'p

:

Secu^y

_;;

"Shop " ~' Slop

j„ «

^$0 ’ What's R ela’e

<§ Inslant Message ® WebMad 9 Calendar @ Retfo 9 People g YeflowRages g Download £j Ctenneh

French Country Report:/

-

-• , - Part. 2

-1." Opert your word document. '■'
Ivory Coast.

•

■. *

••

.2- ' Make all.of the,"corrections.-Indicated- by .the teacher.
Belgium

.

3. - Save-your file as an htriil.

Close the file. ,

4.

-

-

•

.

-

'■•

>.<• .

-

5. ' Open Netscape Composer and transform your report
into'a web pager

,.; :

,. '",

\

-

6. -Save your -web page on a computer disk.
7.. Jurn.in y.our disk to -the teacher. ..”

,

1

t- '

Include, each' of the items below: / ■
, 1.-a-background

*. •

5. insert at least one

’ 2. -format the font size,

Louisiana, U.S.A.

6- put a link’to this ..target.

color and-alignment . - •
3. insert a target' at the

af »he bdttam.af the page;

top of the page ..

7: ereate a-hyperlink to

'

-4.- ins.ert at least one- ,
picture.

'

resources.

Co to Web Page Tutorial' -;

Luxembourg

..

» *

>

FrencfrbPoiynesia

\

/■" ?

-

Back to Report Part 1

**./

•

.

Niger

- 'Thank yQti to-Sriilansxorn for these flags. •

Back to MVHS .
Home jfeqg .'

'Back to French t
“Home Page.

123

’Back to District^
!HqmO Rage- !

' *"

APPENDIX E
EPALS - AUTHENTIC INTERNET

BASED COMMUNICATION

124

IBB!!

^1T- Maclosoh intemi I
£Se. Edit

Vew

Favorite*

loots

•PBacfc » «» '- (v) R2]

Iff I

Help

I '^Search

a

'-tlFavortes (J}Histoij> j ji,« 4J

& Q

"HI

vAriAess.raS] hHp://tw<w.inuir®lak.12.cau*/rnvhs/slaf(/snjarsoWs/Ep<ils/FrenchPerJ’als£ngtshh!ml

,

’'

' ,

,

Pen Pals by Email
(French Epals)

Click Here For French Version

'

'

'

/

’.j

'

-

‘
■

"

.

;

You are going to mate rite aquaintance of a French teenager using email and
' the Internet, I'm going to help you in the beginning. In this way,
you will learn what life Is like for a young French person,
.

'You must write your penpal (or “epal") at least or» time per .month, - _
, j and stow me this letter, When the epal responds, you must write
•
• ‘ a summary of his/her tetter. Give me this summary with a copy of the
' • _
tetter that he/she sent to you.
-

"
, .
'

-

'

'

.

ipGo |jLH;i

,

"

Here is the subject of your first letter:

' •'

-

"

, Who are you?
•

-

. ■

What is your name?
,
,t How old are you?-- ,
.
' Where do you live?
„
■

‘

‘

/

,

-

'What is the name of your school? ■
\\
•
Which classes at e you taking, and which 'ones are your favorite classes. '
•
'
Which days do you go to school? /
‘
What'time do your classes begin and end?
‘
’
What do you need to buy to go to school?
; ,
“
'
’
'
,
z‘ ,

}
r

.

-

.

Give'the answers to these questions in your first letter,

Mme, Marsolais' Home
rtSfemLettre'---""

'

';

,
-

-

-
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- -

-

•

'

Oruxii'ini’ LPttre

j

-

■

T

-

’

IroWeme Lettre

... l>J

....—. ... ~~...____ :...l.. j

?lie

gdfc

View

Favorites, Joofe

flelp

® d$ I ^Searc^ Bj^avontes _@Hut<uy j

foBack

4$

H * 03 @
3

i(die&sjjg] hUp://www.mwietak12.c&us/mvhs/daff/5nwsol&^£|>^FteixhPer^d$2.hbnJ

11 Units'.’

Les Correspondents par Courrier Electronique

*i <:

Voici le sujet de ta deuxieme lettre:

La Nourriture Americaine?
j Donnez les r^ponses a ses questions dans ta lettre;

.
.
.
.
.

Qu'est-ce que tu aimes manger?
,
'
•
’ , ■
.
Qu’est-ce que tu n'aimes pas manger?
•
, •
.
Est-ce que tu vas souventau restaurant ou au fast-food?•
1
Quels restaurants-pr^Kres-tu?
:
•
D'habltude, qu’est-ce que tu mangespour le petit dejeuner? le dejeuner? le diner?
.
Aussi: Repondez a la lettre.de ton correspondant.
.. .
cpals.com

'jeaemteStte'.s j?"" ~3r~oteiiSnB'tettw

fT. -■ .

f.

MarsoW'Hon

k..

pone _j
isiirtll,!'

i 133 ufl

W

>j,j.R>..W-| r>~WS_F...

Iten •-

,<g3«P*2~-| ((zan^taj
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f

5.^'2a-:«53

929 FM

WWi<2F~4!< -i

II - MicrosoftInternet Expire* provided by ©Horne

;te' Edit

5$ow

Favorites

loots

Help

‘

.

p

@ ® <j} | '^Search Q»] Favorites

[a Back

-igi

:ze

'
^Histwji

^'1

“-g'aT

-I ^Go || links'

ss'|@ Wp7/wmrau»ietak12.M.us/nivhs/staffAmarsoIas/Epds/Fter«hPeriPate3.litm

Les Corrispondants par Counter ftgctronlque

Void le sujet de ta troisieme lettre:

# Yft feW

Br

;

Le Temps Libre?

■ Donneztes repensesAses questions dans ta lettre. •
Quel tempsfait-i chsz-toi en"6t6,' en automna, en Fiver,.at au
’printemps?- Z
’
,, ->
Qualte est ta saison prbferee et ptwrquoi?'
,,
,Qu'.est-ce qua tu airnes fare pendant chaque salsqn de I'annee,

m

' Aussi:
•
Rdpondez & la lettre deton correspondant.

English Directions ,

Ensmtei.ll.BMw

Oenxienw Lettre
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,

■ [~~

I

'

enal.rom
■aaiE.±ila.tiiHlaK..H9mB..

APPENDIX F

VIRTUAL REALITY TRIP TO PARIS
- THE ULTIMATE WEB QUEST

I?

128

Project Flow Chart

“—*

*

VUIllcHl
Expectation <
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Introductory Page

•» z

r\-> ■'

Cn Vcyasc
<i Paris
(Imaflesites Statues tie

tbb£j)

Un Jen internet
Vous etes choisi de participer au jeu Internet.
Si vous le gagnez, vous recevrez un voyage

a Paris de deux semaines!

Les gagnants vont avoir:
le choixd'hotel

et
le temps libre pour visiter

un musee
et
des monuments

A la fin du voyage,
vous allez raconter vos experiences
dans un journal de voyage... a I'lnternet!

Une legon pour les etudiants intermediaires
creee par Mme. Marsolais.
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The Game: Review of Vocabulary and Grammar
(Sample PowerPoint Slides)
La Situation

Leleude
Voyage!

Vous alter pariidpor dans un
jeualalete, Sivous yreussii
vous alter gagaer un voyage
'
Paris.
U.

i

T»S*tg3lw»«l«AwwtMeT

Bai Courage!
J

'SS

~

j

Aveo oej»j, vous sites reviser ce
qullfautpourtaire un xoyage d
Paris et raster dsns wh&d.

2

3

Enfiii, vous allez reviser ce
qu’iI Taut pour raconter ce
voyage,
„•

Botute Chance!

[sVtd.a

• „

S

.

teieat

'r

’

6

nmt
2. CortpjuK te wfca e»*e a
BufecoL

ffcXM.,,

S&te

©

1

©iS

2

&&S3S

©

3

Iscellentl
fe «»{« aler

at

.'feus.,,
’3M.*2S
fiMte

&L4&2*

SBflSf IfiflS

5. Ccn/jg'jst te net Be prendre aj

6. Cm/j^ust te ne>Qe pouvoir aj
p«6se<tU
tttMK. ,,

ijr^rw
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®£OT

4

Internal Links: Grammar.Review

lePasu"

fel&HgfcgL.
Je
tu
iVele/on

Cheque fois que vous
changez lesujtet M foot
changer aussi la terminaison
*
duverbe..
A
*

teminalsons
»er -ir
-es

nous
vous
> •*
ih/ehes' &

’ts

-s

•e -K
•ww Ussons "oos
^-ez -issez -es
_ -ent -issent -ent

©is

Elies patient..

Chaque faisque vous
changez le sujet, II faut
conjuguer aussi I'auMhaire.

fin;t;
Vous finissez...

lessuie&s

avoir ou etre

Jte/J'
tu

ai
>«

nous
•/niK

Passe Centime:
isiSESsjESjaiak
is
dr
as

siis
es
est

iVelc/oQ^sj* a

Le participe passe (Vest pas
conjugue,
fg

entendre:
Nous entendons, ".

3S»- |
fa-Wltqiresl

Passe
Compos*

Passe Compose

«£*& avotw

fini

-it*

sonnies

»

t

«iu

©•=

Passe Comyose

•Tous les verges sauf les etre|

Avoir
ou
Etre

suiet auHifiaire

verbes

g

(«d fesS v&rtufeSpeMiHJ

‘

”

£tre:

.11 +6 verbes (DR & MRS
P VANDERTOWM’)

^•Les verbes pronomi nau« _

parier-to talk
Sleapsrie.

finir-to finish

§

Nousavonsfin,

W

entendre-to hesr
Biesord enterdu

.[[SI

Si

13

m *»ESCENOft£
, *AETpURPER

« les 11+6 verbas
■*HH Dr&Mrs P
«►
Vandertramp

■* * S8
K
‘*3(tf£R
" HESTER
f.
*SORT!R
*9

» »Les verbes HH
^.^pronoiriinaux
c

as

a

14

Void 6 verbes tr&s gentilsl
Ilsmarchent avec
w efreet avoir,

s-'hatsUler - io pst dressed
Tut'-aghsbug^ai SadMa.

'29'
*

^a(a\er • id vs-sh Lp
Nous nous sbrrir»ie^la\^s.
sepsrier- totsikio each rthsr
fgj’ Bl^gsesont osflees.
g

• 2*
& ,

Osnab sumcsionet>ipMRkn}

Oles oit

retoume les papier

sort!

kwbm

~

ks jxtpiers

Nour ronvnw retouroes au iycee,

•i*‘ ‘RCHTER .

flier

root sorties duckenw.

flier

out

sorti

leorc devors.

S3
20

fiouvsrt itfirt par wepMpostatao >

{J^nali ttiMporurt«r»4pa«tfc»$

15

Nour ..avoitf

Noussonwnes mtoumer au iycee.

Nous ■»*»»*

BEVENIR

*R£»r'&Bfe
TOMBER
&EV&P5R
•MRfWBR
KCURfS
PARTSR ss

Suivi par Objet Direct Avoir

-a*

*»BSCE!iDfiE
‘RETOURNER
•sorts?
- •.
•PASSER
l4-»*
"HERTRER
«■

17

dies sont softies 4u<h«wa.

haTtre

EpTRER

Pas d'Objet Direct Etre
tor uneprapasfikn}

Pas dOb jet Direct Etre

Sutvi par Objefc Direct Avoir

’passer

=» to...........

VBMIfc
AUER

Vous save2 conjuguer les
verb au present
et
J*,
passe
<
compose*
dtr
■■»

leurs devoirs.
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Grading and Expectation

On Vcyafie
a Paris
Yeici les.;NoWs / ,'■
les Devoirs

Date
Complete

Points
Possible
15

I'hatei

le21tnai.

Corrections

Ie25mai

les-Monuments

Ie23mai

Corrections

Ie30mai

le Musee

le ler juin

Corrections
lie Journal f-crit
le Journal
Electponlque

5

,

,

15
5
"is

r

leSjuin

5

leSjuin

10

L

le 11 juin

Total

30

100

Dour continuer

clinuez le
draneau

Le Drojet:
laBaae.
"HOME" .

l*e 3eu

l‘H8te)

ja.RnMm.enfe

le Musfe

laJauma!

La Revisions ,
la
Meteo

■

la nourriture

les
propositions i ;

, J®

"

Bcssenifc
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i
*

Iepass6.
compost

le
;
condltlonnel

I'lmparfait

■

The Hotel Lesson

On Choisit
l'Hotel
de http:/7www.pafis,orq/parisF.htmh

MA1NTENANT, !L VOUSFAUT
CHO1SIR L 'hotel:
/J/" '’

A: TOUS LES TSOIS membres
DU GHOUPE YISITENT
: K >
'

bflasZZ&m

:. .'
, .. hi;
;
I. CweuEZ stw Plans de Paris
jg. CuoiSszsUR Plan de Paris 1960

/

.-3t PE&AROEZ LES MONUMENTS ETMUSEES EM CHAQUE ARROMBISSEMEMT. Puis, cmojsissez Earromdissememt
Oli VOUS BJSIStREZ RESTER.
rf'‘

B: RetournezA
http, / /w ww.paris.org/parisF,html

J. CuquEz SUR Hotels

.

Z. CUQUEZ SUR LENUM&RO BEL’ARROIEJISSEMEMT
QUE VOUSAVEZ CMOISL.
'
3. CUQUEZ SUR LES MOTEL, POUR TROUVER LES BETAES.
(Cuquezsur legend pousr comprenbre les symbols;)

r

'

POUR COMTtMUER " ■

'

"

CUQUEZ LEBRAPEAU

sil

La Page I

aaae

j
j prepositions

Le Projet:

la Revision:
telffifcaml

i
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compose

hecoriditionnBl

nmparlalt

< ON CHOJSITL'HOTEL
7"

(Continued)

y

QUAND VOUSAVEZ CHO1SI

MEMBRE 1:

MEMBRE2:.

UHOTEC

AU RESTAURANT

MEMBRE3:

Y

AU RESTAURANT ,T\

____________ /
Oti va-t-on manger?

Ou va-t-on manger?

Comment va-t-on a
I'hotel?

If

Vlsitez
Visltez oaris.org ZparlsF .
et cllquez sur "Cates" ■ , . parls.org/parlsFet
cllquez-sur "Cafes" pour
• pour trouvez un
restaurant ou un cate- ’ trouvez un restaurant ou.
un cate.' Dltes- moi re
Dltes- moi ce que tbus
que tbus les membres du
les membres du groupe
•groupe ont rnange.
'
ont mange.

Visitezmapquest.com
pour trouvez le plan
»pour. alter de I'a&roport
;a I'hQtel. Donnez-moi
•
les directions.'
CltquGz Id oour plus de details.

Quel temps.fait-il?

Ouel temps fait-il?

- •

/ Vlsitez weatKer.com
.pour decouvrirla meteo
■ pendant voire sejour.
.
Decrivez-la moi.
CIta«Bztoaucflliiada.dat9iis

;

Quel temps fait-il?

j

Vlsitez weather.com pour;d6couvrlr la rrtetbo
pendant votre sejour.
D&rivez-la mol.

Visitez/weather.com T
pour decouvrir la meteo
pendant votre sGjQpr/.
Decrivez-la moi.
COnuez Id pour plus de-details .

Search Engines:
p '

&!iaVis£a
z PoqpHe

,i ....

Google,

Hotbot

,

ooto.com

J

Lycos
Yahoo

Pour continuer

x Mi z

CUQUEZLEJpRAPEAU

Le Prejet:

/IOZrBbI;

: l££

le Mw#e i

la Intirnal

la Ccvisicn:
•

la
les
propositions nourrlturo

le passe
compose

135

le
I‘Imparfait
ucondjtlonnelj

Internal Link: Giving Directions

Les Directions:
Visitez mapquest.com.
Cliquez sur I'icon "Maps."
"Select Country:" Choisissez "Rance."
L'ecran va changer.
Puis, tapez I'address,
•
(Vous pouvez trouver i'adresse a paris.org.)
EFFacez les virgules (commas).
Cliquez "Get Map"

"Zoom in" et “Zoom out" comme il Faut.
Changez la direction du plan avec les Fleches
(arrows).
Aussi, vlsitez Paris.org,/parlsF.html
Cliquez sur: Metro/RER/Bus
ou: Plans de Paris
-

s

Vous pouvez voyager au Metro ou en taxi.
Retoumez a la
page "Home”

’ Retournezala
page d'Hntel

136

Cliquez ici pour trauvez les
prepositions
,
et le yocabulaire des directions

Internal Link: Discussing Weather

in

La Meteo
tfir

II I

Que! temps fait-ii?.
w* •nthor.com

-oour ileteuvrir la met' o ,, 7
'K-ndantvotresejour.
i,
■ ■»'*’%
t-ouvpz <- bo it" bhuc qui dif »

{f.

iMMfe.- •
r-J>
*>#»

□■•ns cutie boil" i1 y- Un'- om-e jute *
qul dit > fiier'city or zip ’
, ■ ' ,
' Dans c^f1" bints, topaz: Paris,"foncel
'
.
xShiiv "e” ".
' .iJL.

MsRfc

Regardez la meteo et I, photo satellite.
Deciivez-moi le temps pendantvotre
sejoui. nonoez letemperafuie Cenln.jrads'.

Quel temps fait-il?

II fait mauvals,
II fait froid.
Il Fait frais,

II fait beau.
Il fait bon.
II fait chaud.
la climatization

'

II fait du vent.
le vent
une tornade

II fait du soleil.

II pleut.
la pluie
le soleil

un couchage du soleil
les eclaircies

un parapluie

un orage
la tonnerre

I

I

Le oiel est couvert..
Le temps est nuageux.

tin nuage.
le brouillard

la nelge
Il y a dii verglas.
la glace
le ehauffage

le del
un arc en del

L.es saisons de i'annde:
le printemps (au)
i'ete (en)

la lune
une etoile

I'hiver (en)
i'automne (en)

le temperature:
9/5 celcius + 32 = farenheit
5/9(farenheit-32)=
celcius
degre(s)
.
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le jour
le matin
I'aprtei-iriidi
le soir
lanuit

Parisian Monuments Lesson

Choisissez un
monument?

Choisissez un
monument?

Choisissez uh'
monument?

Visitez paris.
dotcom.fr/paris/ou.
paris.org/parisF et
cliquez sur ‘
"Monuments* pour
. trouvez un
?
monument.7

Visitezparis..
dotcom .trou
paris.org/parisF
< et cliquez sur
“Monuments" pour
trouvez un
monument.

r

Visitez paris.
dotcom .frou
paris.org/parisF et
■ : cliquez sur "Monuments" pour
.trouvez un
.-Z [
-monument.

n:

H ’

’»■ j.

r

ssamsmumcti-raa

1 Comment va-t-oh
au monument?

i' 1

Comment va-t-on
au monument?
?

Comment va-t-on
au monument?

§

Visitez ; '
Visitez
3 0 mapquest.com pour mapquest.com pour
s: ,j , trouvez le plan pour 1 trouvez le plan pour
'/ * J aller.de I’hotel au 8 aller de rtiotel au
■' 'J ■’ ’*1
*
monument.
monument.
Donnez-moi les
Donnez-mol
’l
->les
J 8 .., -directions. z ■
directions;
HimtOJltl paur plu? tfe <Wall%

138

■ \
.Visitez
. ■
mapquest.com pour
trouvez le plan pour
aller de i'hdtel au ‘
monument.
Donnez-moi les
directions.
'
Cllmwlcl nowr plus de details.

Comment e«t le
- monument?

fjbj‘j li

■

fe

(J

'
' „ . '
Visitez un Search
f. \ z Engine pour trouvez
‘L/'l ies renseignements
Iw'lf J de voire monument,
. ■'

.

I
rj
« -A ;
A'*

Gomment estle
monument?

I
1
J Visitez un Search
H Engine pour trouvez
j les renseignements
q de vetre monument.

. docravez le

■

monument.;,

•

- - Comment est le
; monument? ,

; . " ' Visitez-on. .
Search Engine
poor treuvez les
renseignements du

vetre monument.

Puis,
decrivez le
monument.

Puis,

-

'

" ’

.

.

■," d<crivez,i©'

■„ ; monument.- -,

Cliquez ici pour les notes de
rimparfalt pt de I'hdtei.

Cliquez ici pour les notes de
I'itnparfnit et dp I'hAtel.

. ■

Puis,

Cliquez let pour les notes de
i*nnp.ir1«nt nt du I’hotdl.

—f

,X _

-s. C -J. k. ie.

ftp

.. |—
-

Alta Vista
Degp.ile

\

Uvk

**'”*~\
'I

}

'--S-

1

- <■

<

I

’’

i *‘1/f.

\

K

^ms/i.

e '

W

|u

'

*

'

J' >

‘'
“""k

a

'S;//

*

i >? i

"IIUMI1

*

"r

4

.................

■

'

.',

I

' •*"-“*■■
—»—1 —~l**.*»>.*(------ a ~\ ..,
- '
'"i-\ ,
- \ ‘

I a_Parjp

is
'\

*>■ ■*

‘

\

'

■

s

V

, ,! 'v . *s
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Museum Lesson
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1

‘
1
'
Comment est le
musee?

Comment est
cette exibition?

Comment est
cette exibition?

.
Visitez un •
Visitez un Search
Visitez un Search
Search Engine
Engine oourtrouvez- Engine oour trouvez
, , pour troervez les'
les renseignements
les renseignements
renseignements de
de votre musee.
de votre exibition.
votre exibition.
Puis,
Puis,
Puis,
decrivez le musee.
decrhrez-la.
‘
decrfvez»ia.'

Search Engines
Google
Hotbot
qoto.com

AKaVista
Poqpiie

Lycos
Yahoo

Pour continuer

cliquez le drapeau

‘, -’i.e l>rolet*
La Page
"HOME"

les Notes.

|

LeJeu
EhfitSl.

le Monument

le Journal

lauevRSion
la Meteo

les
prepositions

nourriture | lOE^SJl
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le pass6
. compose

le
conditionnel

l*Iinparfait

Summing it all up: The Web Page Travel Journal

tin Journal
.?■
do e. .
mon
Voyage
1y
Ml
a
:
’ '■’U BBMfe
OB '
a Paris
-f\

,

b

,

\

>'

V
*.

A. Journal Traditionnel;
1. Composez toutes vos
descriptions avec Word

oii un autre program de
"Word Processing."

A
->

Chaque des devoirs doivent ejtre
font 12 et "double spaced."".

;
.

2. Le professeur va marquer la premiere copie.
L'etudiant(e) va faire toutes les corrections^
z et les verifietavec le professeur.
3. Tous les membres du groupe vont
j. rassengibler leurs copies, finales dans ,,
une chemise. II faut decorer la chemise,
sans employer les photos ou les
;
graphiques de I'ordinateur;

4. II faut avoir les cartes, les dessins
ou les photos dans le journal. Vous pouvez
les prendre de I'ordinateur, maisil faut
"
indiquer I’adresse Internets
’
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5. II faut avoir une bibliographie.
Donnez toutes les adreSses Internet
employees par le groupe.

B. Journal Electronique:
1. Postez tous vos devoirs sur une page
.,<7
Internet. yJ
_
2. Toutes les pages du groupe doivent
suivre le memqformat Vous devez
.
choisissez ensemble les couleurs,
les dessins, les styles de lettres.

•

3. II faut avoir les photos .qy
les graphiques, avec I’adresse
de la page Internet indiquee.

HBcaaaii

IeS : :
propositions

le
.
conditionnel

Aiaimilais*
fcluWJ *
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APPENDIX G
WEB PAGE TUTORIAL
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Web Page Tutorial: Sample Slides
Format thefonb

•filkkfhecrtOw
on thfe fight of
the font box.

Change the Alligrmenb

Format the font:
.ttohifaht the entire document
{Ctrl+aJ , ,•
.

.Htohlfaht the earti to document
(Ctrl+aj

.Clfcktheartoreon the right Of the
font SaebO*.
-

.Okkthebuftoaeathetoot hirwilh
4&ta?»t «f»e Signed to the ton.

•Seiedthe
size vou like.

l

i

’CJitk 1 be button
wabihe lined Set
upthewCyyOu
want yew pApe.

*

♦Setect thefO/ttyoulike

IB

14

Format the background.

Foimat the background
.Right CfiCk OvOz the background.

Foimat

the background

'Clkktheanow
fa the file
. window Ond
1
select'My - . >
DoCumCttid*
1

.Click "save background as.., ’ ’

.Click the composer button on the
- task bar M the bottomof theacrcen.

-Doubleclick
your foirfcr (or i
tlr^lecflCkOad 1

5

4

“

m

cnck'opea^

1?

Format the background

20

IB

Format the background

Format the background

<fe*tfet "Cdtas and ledewuW tab.
<*SkO>5'B»e'tBiaa«"b<w,
'

.Click "Format “onthe menu bar.

Format the background
«DoubledSekyeut backgrounder
stagiecfickehdthcncCckihe
‘Open* button.

«£fek.tteidriow Mfa thefiie
ntncfawead
select’My

Ytraxe
button.

i

’S-

I
L xr

.

Documents,”
♦Double click your (Older {Of Staple
Cl fekand click "Open/).

Format the font

Format the font

eXdoeu^at
Kbkej

.ClfcMhearrOw
Ontherfatrtof
theteat box.

Format the Ihachgrouni

Change the Alignment:

.Co to Ireetmcfcn
ck«youhtfct.ftm
«O*ck t he fight enow find select one
of the backgrounds.

♦KraWfaW theentlre document
{CSrhaJ

«H$Mnhttbeenfi to document
{CbH-aj
.

•Click t be er row On the right Of the
font Sac be* i
<

«Cikk f M: button On the tool her with
scsetei Sines alflgnad to ttesleft.

.Select the
saftyou like

«cnek the button
wfthtbcltaeoeet
upihOwcyyOu
went your page.

.Select the font you iikb

13

14

16

Format Hie background

Format the background
•Right cSikOver the background.

Format
the background

-^itektheooow
fa the file
window end
.
soled "My
wwwnwwtKJ"'
.
Documents/ , B"
“ *byT*“’

♦Click "save backgrounders..

.Click theoompOSfer buttomOn the .
task bar A the bottomof the screen.

♦Ooobteclfck ■
your folder <or j

I -

afapiecSckand
d«ck'open"j
h.?.

»

-

j*a»»

/

S. ,

r“.“..... x

17

20

Format the background

Format the background

Foimat (he background:

«Okk'*ForrasivOnthe menu liar.

.Cfek'PttpeColOiSOmJ Properties.'

•Clkktbe arrow
fa the file
window end

.Double Clkk yourbackgrOun<k Or
staple cfickendthentfick the
"Open* button.

p»

i gteci^ly .
.Doubleclick your fofdert’er single
cikkandcfick'open’g.

Format the colors:......

Format the background
akktbe'OK’ tarite#.

.

Ifytw bJrpfca dark background with a
dark foot, yeurted msysecmto
disappear.

25

Mnatthe ootme

“

£o back & Tape Cofod and
Properties!'
•Q«tk " Format“ on the menu ba r.

26

27
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INTERNET SEARCH TIPS
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Narrowing the Search

Keyword search tips:
•

type: civil war battles - the search finds all

pages containing any one of these words
•

type: "civil war battles" - the search finds only

pages containing the phrase
Boolean Searches:

•

type: bat NOT baseball NOT computer - the search finds

the furry kind
•

type: bat AND NOT baseball

•

type: bat-baseball (note there are no spaces)

•

type: basketball AND bulls - the search finds only
entries including both

•

type: basketball +bulls (note' it is wordl space +

word2)
•

type: basketball AND (bulls OR jazz) - the search finds
only entries including either of the two combinations

Do not type in capitals as this limits the search.

Lower case requests will locate lower and upper case
words.
To locate pictures or graphics:

•

type: image:name (for pictures of frogs - i.e.

image:frog)
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Keeping track of sources: bookmarks/favorites:
•

click "bookmark" on menu bar (or the bookmark icon)

•

click onto the desired site listed, or click onto "add

bookmark"
To edit and organize bookmarks:

•

click on "communicator"
the Window menu)

(in earlier versions click on

'

•

click on "bookmarks"

•

click on "Get Info" to modify the title of the page so
that it is more meaningful

•

click and drag, or cut and paste bookmarks into

organized order

•

add "separators"

(horizontal lines) to list for

organization

To set up student bookmark files:
•

click on "communicator"

•

click on "bookmarks"

•

choose "select all" and then "clear" from the edit
menu. This removes all bookmarks.

•

click on "Save As" to create empty bookmark file.

•

label with student name

Other useful inquiry tools:
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FTP - to transfer info to your computer, or from your
computer to another

QuickTime and RealAudio - used to access video streams on
demand
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APPENDIX I
FRENCH CONTENT STANDARDS
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Standard 1

Students engage in conversation, provide and

obtain information, express feelings and
emotions, and exchange opinions

Standard 2

Students understand and interpret written and

spoken language on a variety of topics.
Standard 3

Students present information, concepts and
ideas to an audience of listeners or readers
on a variety of topics.

Standard 4

Students demonstrate an understanding of the

relationship between the practices and
perspectives of the cultures studied.

Standard 5

Students demonstrate an understanding of the

relationship between the products and
perspectives of the cultures studied.

Standard 6

Students reinforce and further their

knowledge of other disciplines through the

foreign language.
Standard 7

Students acquire information and recognize

the distinctive viewpoints that are only
available through the foreign language and
its cultures.

Standard 8

Students demonstrate an understanding of the
nature of language through comparisons of the

language studied and their own.
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Standard 9:

Students demonstrate an understanding of the
nature of culture through comparisons of the

culture studied and their own.

Standard 10: Students use the language both within and
beyond the school setting.

Standard 11: Students show evidence of becoming life-long
learners by using the language for personal
enjoyment and enrichment.
Standard 12: Students engage in the activities that

prepare them to use the target language to

achieve career goals.
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